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PREFACE
In these few pages I have attempted to describe all the

Oxford silver pennies that are known to me, with a view to

illustrating the general character of the local currency down
to the end of the reign of Henry the Third, Not that our

Oxford money was in any way remarkable. On the contrary,

it merely stood side by side with the other provincial issues,

helping to complete the national currency. For that reason

it may seem to some of my readers that the attention here

given to it is more than is necessary. But I think they will

see that it is difficult to treat the subject at all if not fully,

A few short lists of types and names, with references to works
which many do not possess or have no time to consult, might

have been sufficient, but they would have been meaning-

less to most members of the O, H. S., especially if there had
been no illustrations. The Oxford mint is considered by
some to be a rare one, and it was this fact that led me
originally to take note of such pennies as occurred from time

to time. The result shows the mint to have had a very much
larger issue than was thought, and as no year seems to pass

without fresh material coming to light, I use the word
' illustrate ' advisedly. Probably most of the ' types ' are repre-

sented here, but the book would never have appeared if it had
been decided to delay it until all the different pennies of each

type were included. We cannot tell, of course, what finality

there may be in such a case, but the book is sufficient to

illustrate the series, and as an attempt to do this somewhat
fully I hope it will be regarded with leniency.

In reality the study of a local mint is not without interest.

The history of Oxford before the Conquest happens to be dim,

and this is one of many subjects to be pursued before we can

form a general idea of the daily life of her burgesses in those

early days. The mere gathering together of the moneyers'

handiwork gives us a definite body of evidence, which points
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to trade and order during long lapses of time under the

careful eye of a central government. The continuity of local

life in our national history asserts itself in no uncertain manner.

The same moneyers, the same style and standard of penny,

will be found in the reigns of yEthelra^d and Cnut ; no startling

change can be noticed after the accession of William I. This

may be quite obvious, but we are always forgetting it. Then,

again, ' the growth and development of the central adminis-

tration is clearly reflected in the coinage. From the reign of

the Confessor downwards there is a regular decrease in the

number of mint towns and moneyers. The former are steadily

reduced to the more important towns and centres of trade,

and the diminution in the number of the latter doubtless is

of the same character^.' This process of survival helps us

to estimate the importance of our own city, which can also

be gauged by comparing the results obtained in this book

with the work of other mints. Here we must not forget that

an historian boasted, that at the earliest moment * when its

academic history can be said to open, at the arrival of the

legist Vacarius in the reign of Stephen, Oxford stood in the

first rank of English Municipalities.' We are also led of

necessity to inquire into that central system and to admire the

cleverness of the bonds between central and local administration,

which is the basis of constitutional government. This seems

to me to be particularly noticeable in the English monetary

system, and it enables us to understand under what conditions

our Oxford moneyers worked. Another result of gathering

these pennies together is that we are provided with a valuable

list of personal names, many of which cannot be obtained from

contemporary documents. It will be possible to produce

evidence as to the status of some of these men, and to show

that most of them were without doubt leading citizens of their

time. Lastly, there is the romantic side of the question.

Oxford pennies have been scattered far and wide, thrown up

by the sea on the Isle of Skye, found in Ireland, unearthed in

Rome, frequently discovered in Gotland or on the shores of the

Baltic. Even at home they have been grubbed up by children,

' 'The Coinage as affected by the administration of Henry II,' by A. E.

Packe, 1895, Ntan. Chron., Vol. XV, p. 55.
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clenched triumphantly in little fists, and thrown about as

buttons. It is not the least interesting part of the business to

wonder how they got where they were found, or what their

wanderings may mean. In fact the subject is not intensely

dull. Pennies merely stared at tell you nothing, but taken

with a wide range of other subjects and treated sympatheti-

cally they can break silence and prove quite interesting.

I propose, then, briefly to touch upon such points as may be

likely to occur to my readers, at the same time avoiding any

lengthy inquiry such as would concern the national coinage

rather than the local mint.

First, then, as to the practice of prefacing numismatic books

with a summary of contemporary history. In this case it

would add largely to the size of the volume owing to the

length of time covered, and also it would result in a great

deal of unnecessary repetition. The Early History of Oxford

has already been issued by the Oxford Historical Society.

Briefly, antiquarian fancies and mythical history do not

concern us. The earliest period to which we need look back

is that of King .^Ethelred I and .Alfred his brother. During

the Viking incursions we have no evidence that Oxford was

in any way affected, and the peace of Wedmore divided

the country in such a way that the city was well within the

district assigned to West-Saxon rule. There are doubts

and possibilities here, however, that prove interesting when

we come to discuss some of the early Oxford pennies. In

the succeeding reign, that of Eadward the Elder, Oxford

is mentioned for the first time. We learn from the Chronicle

that in A. D. 912 died ^thelred, Ealdorman of the Mercians,

and King Eadward took possession of London and of Oxna-

ford and of all the lands which owed obedience thereto. This

closes probably a chapter of Oxford history, at the beginning

of which the city had enjoyed the position of a Mercian

border-town. So that the reign of iEthelstan, in which our

series of pennies begins, finds Oxford merged in the West-

Saxon kingdom, which had been developing into the kingdom

of England.

From this reign, then, and onwards we will try to consider

the relative importance of Oxford as one of the mint-towns.
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Very little information can be got from existing documents

it is true, but there are other methods by which we can

arrive at a fairly safe opinion. The first piece of evidence

is merely negative, and consists of a list in the Laws of

King /Ethelstan :

—

' In Canterbury Vll. moneyers ; IV. the king's, and II. the

bishop's, I. the abbot's.

At Rochester ill. ; ii. the king's, and I. the bishop's.

At London viii.

At Winchester VI.

At Lewes il.

At Hastings I.

Another at Chichester

;

At Hampton ii.

At Wareham II.

At Exeter II.

At Shaftesbury II.

Else, at the other burgs I.'^

Oxford is not mentioned by name, and is reckoned among

the ' other burgs,' with 07ie moneyer. Here a difficulty arises

at once. If the ^thelstan pennies included in this book are

rightly attributed to Oxford, then there are eight moneyers,

seven of whom are mentioned on pages i and 3, and the eighth

in the Additional Notes. There is, it is true, sufficient time for

them to have succeeded one another, but at first sight it seems

difficult to reconcile these two pieces of evidence. Perhaps

the Laws belong to an early part of the reign, and the number

of moneyers in Oxford afterwards increased with growing

prosperity. In any case it is clear that there were then several

mint-towns in England of greater importance than Oxford.

A period of much obscurity follows. At present there seem

to be no Oxford pennies of Eadwig, a failing which may be

remedied by the discovery of hoards, and there is not sufficient

material from the other reigns by which to make any useful

comparison. This brings us to the reign of .^thelraed II, in

whose Laws we read, ' Et ut monetarii pauciores sint quam

antea fuerint ; in omni summo portu HI, ct in omni alio portu

sit unus monetarius ^.' Here we have no names whatever, and

^ Ancient Laws and histitutes of England, p. 88,

* Ibid. p. 129.
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the same difficulty arises when we compare the law with the

facts. The two earliest types, B, M. Type II, var. a and

van d, page 14, are struck by one and by three moneyers; but

all the other types are struck by more than three, even ifsuch

names as ^thelmaer and ./Elfmser are assumed to be the same.

Perhaps these Laws also were issued in the early part of the

reign, and some great national event, such as the necessity

of buying off the Danish invaders, involved an increase of

moneyers. The evidence afforded by the number of Oxford

pennies during this reign would appear to show that the city had

risen to a more important position. Speculation, however, is

not very satisfactory, so we will turn to another method, that

of counting the different pennies in Hildebrand's Catalogue of

the great National Collection at Stockholm and presenting the

results in tabular form. This result may be quite accidental,

but as the pennies have come from many finds, they are likely

enough to give an average, from which a fair conclusion can be

drawn.
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Confessor pennies mostly belong to the first half of his reign.

From this table it would appear that Oxford stood among the

first dozen of English cities or at least not very far outside.

Obviously the country had very much changed since the

days of .^Cthelstan. Rochester is now low down in the list,

whilst Lewes, Hampton, and Shaftesbury have all declined.

Interesting too it is to observe how entirely the Stockholm

pennies come from the eastern part ofEngland, London, Lincoln,

and York, showing the direction of trade and wealth, though

Winchester still holds a foremost place. At the risk of being

tedious I add yet another table showing the actual number of

pennies in two great hoards, found in England, covering the

reigns of Henry H-HI. It will be noticed that the Colchester

hoard was nearly twice the size of the Eccles hoard, yet the

proportion of pennies in the latter is much the same.

Eccles Colchester

Hoard. Hoard.

London 2,643

Canterbury .... 2,278

St. Edmundsbury . . 212

Winchester .... 142

York 96

Lincoln 58

Northampton

Norwich
105

Exeter 19

Chichester 31

Ipswich 18

Carlisle 15

Durham 22

Oxford 13

5,096

4,122

457

247

153

100

67

55

48

34

34
21

21

21

On the whole this seems to confirm the opinion formed

previously. Oxford still holds the position it held before the

Conquest, that is to say, if not within the first dozen cities it

does not stand very far outside. But this last method is more

uncertain, for it includes all the pennies struck from the same

dies, whereas the previous table included only one penny from

each die. And there we will leave it.

What, next, can be said about the position of the moneyer?

The early law, that no man mint except within port, suggests

that he must have been a local man. But this has been
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challenged, owing to the fact that certain moneyers' names

are found at the same time in a large number of mint-

towns. Hence the suggestion that they may have been itine-

rant officials, halting here and there to provide the needs of

the district, or perhaps have been in attendance on the King

during his travels. The last suggestion is overruled by the

fact that local moneyers were obliged by custom to strike

for the King during his residence, so that he really had no

need for moneyers among his attendants. And as to the

former it is well to remember that early English names,

such as yElfwine, Godwine, Leofwine, or Wulfwine, were

exceedingly common. We can realize this by looking at

the names through several centuries not only on coins, but

among witnesses to land grants. So that it certainly seems

unnecessary to suppose that a Godwine at Dover, Lincoln,

Exeter, or Gloucester, might be one and the same person.

Such an arrangement would be quite inconsistent with the

system of local control imposed by the central government,

for, as we shall see later, the placing of a well-known local

name on the reverse, together with the name of the mint-town,

was intended as a guarantee of goodness and as a means of

checking irregularities. It can be proved without difficulty

that our moneyers were local citizens, and we may take it for

granted that the pennies described in this book were actually

struck within the city, as required by law.

How then did the moneyer stand as regards the State?

The severity of the Anglo-Saxon laws has given rise to

an idea that he was an obscure person of mean birth, at

best a rogue. It is true that .^thelstan's Laws say * that

there be one money over all the King's dominion, and that

no man mint except within port. And if the moneyer be

guilty, let the hand be struck off with which he wrought that

offence, and be set up on the money-smithy ; but if it be an

accusation, and he is willing to clear himself, then let him go

to the hot-iron, and clear the hand therewith with which he is

charged that fraud to have wrought \' and so on. And there

are also later tales of moneyers being summoned to Win-

chester and horribly mutilated. The latter are mere tales, and

^ Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, p. 88.
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the Laws are in accordance with the spirit of the time
;
giving

like treatment to other offenders. They do not justify us in

hastily assuming that a moneyer was so insignificant a person

that he could be treated with tyrannical severity, as one

outside the law. The truth is he was not only a worthy

citizen, but he was also to a certain extent a royal officer as

much as the reeve or the sheriff. He was legislated for and

protected in many ways. First by drastic laws against false

coiners. Thus in the Laws of King Cnut, ' and who after this

shall make false, let him forfeit the hands with which he

wrought that false, and not redeem them with anything,

neither with gold nor with silver ^,' This may perhaps be the

meaning of the previous law, but it does not involve any slur

on the character of the moneyer proper, and aims at another

class of man altogether. A further safeguard consisted

in the very English method of giving his superior officers

a sound reason for being interested in the excellence of the

coinage and so acting as a check on any irregularity. ' And
if any one accuse the reeve, that he [the moneyer] wrought

that false by his leave, let him clear himself with a threefold

" lad ": and if the " lad " then fail, let him have the same doom
as he who wrought the false

^

'
; so say the Laws of King

Cnut, repeating the Dooms of King ^^thelraed. Now it is

clear that the reeve would have very good reason for seeing

that honest Oxford citizens were appointed, and that they had

the necessary skill to carry out their business satisfactorily.

The reeve himself, if a port-reeve is meant, dealt in the course

of the year with many payments, which went to the King

through the Sheriff, so that it was important also that he should

not make any profit by debasing the currency. From the

first our government seems to have fixed on this responsibility

of the port or shire officials as a vital part of the business.

In the Dialogus dc Scaccario and elsewhere we can trace the

increasing care and severity of the State in later days. The
Sheriff had to attend in person at the Exchequer, and his

account with the Crown was not settled until his money had

been tested. At first the pennies seem to have been paid

in by ' tale ' or nuincro, which requires no explanation, or

^ Ancient Laws afid Insdiutes of E7tgla7td, -p. 163. "^ Ibid.
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possibly ' ad scalam,' in which case a presumed deficiency

in weight was made good by paying sixpence extra on every

counted pound. Neither of these methods, however, gave any

indication of weight or fineness. Hence 'ad pensum/ the

weighing of 240 pennies against a pound troy, in which six-

pence was the allowance for deficiency, beyond which the

Sheriff had to make good, or prove his case against the

moneyer. Hence also combustio, or blanching, by which the

money was tested as to fineness. This is described at length

in the Dialogns, and is summarized in the following :

—

' Besides the Sheriff and the Master of Assays with his

subordinate, two other Sheriffs, nominated by the Treasurer,

were present at the ceremony as witnesses. Together, this

party repaired to the furnace, whither the Assayer had

preceded them to make the necessary preparations. Arrived

there, the coffer containing the trial librate was once more

emptied and counted afresh by the expert, the rest standing

by and watching his operations. When counted, the coins

were thrown into the melting-pot, reduced to a liquid mass,

and the dross skimmed off by the Assayer under the critical

gaze of the officials and the Sheriffs, each side keen to note,

on behalf of its conflicting interests, whether the metal were,

on the one hand, insufficiently purified, or, on the other, over-

refined by the negligence of the Melter. But, as a rule, the

expert caught the pot from the charcoal at the exact juncture

prescribed by the rules of his art, and emptied its contents

into a vessel ; which was carried there by the Master of Assays,

accompanied by the rest of the party, before the Barons. If,

however, the expert declared the Assay to have failed, or if

the experiment were challenged by either party, the whole

ceremony was gone through again, with another librate out

of the surplus store, the Assayer, however, receiving no fresh

fee in this case.

' In the upper Chamber of State, the silver bullion resulting

from the Assay was weighed in the scale against a standard

pound, and the loss by the fire made up by the Sheriff by
throwing in sufficient pence out of the surplus in the Pyx to

turn the scale. Thereupon the refined librate was put aside,

endorsed with the name of the County to which it appertained,
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together with a certificate of the number of pence which had

been required to make up the loss by Assay ; whereby it was

established how many pence were to be deducted from every

pound which the Farm contained before it could be allowed

as " blanched," a deduction amounting on an average to five

per cent, on the whole sum paid in, whether in cash or

tallies ^'

Thus it is that in the Pipe Rolls there occur now and again

lists of Combustiones. For instance, 9 Henry II (a.d. 1162-

1163), * Combust. De Oxenefscf, . xxx . s . 7 . vii. d^.' ; or,

II Henry II (a. D. 11 64-1 165), 'Combust, de Oxenefordscf,

. xxiii . s.' The Sheriff paid these amounts extra on the

total sum he paid into the Exchequer, before his payment

was accepted. The description in the Dialogtis, however,

should not be accepted as free from difficulties. No mention,

for instance, is made of the alloy, for which proper allowance

must have been made.

The subject has only been referred to at length in order to

show that an Oxford monetarius was never able to escape the

sharp eye of the Exchequer, owing to the careful way in which

the money paid in by the Sheriff was tested year by year.

His handiwork lay in heaps before the Barons, and his name
and the name of his city could be seen at a glance. Further,

the system must have given the Sheriff a very close interest in

seeing that the currency was kept to standard, and this could

only have been done by securing moneyers of integrity and

ability. Before leaving this it is only necessary to add that in

the event of a moneyer being summoned the Exchequer had in

the two processes described above, ' ad pensum ' and ' combustio,

'

the means of dealing with him efficiently. Occasionally this

ceremony of Assay would be ordered throughout the country

apart from any complaint or accusation, and it survives to

this day. An interesting description of an Assay ^ held in

London in the twenty-seventh year of Henry III (1242-1243)

shows us the size and importance of the jury and the solemnity

of the occasion. This account has a special interest for us,

^ Introduction to the Study of the Pifie Rolls, 1884, pp. 63, 64.

" App. B, Vol. Ill, Red Book 0/ the Exchequer, edited by H. Hall,

F.S.A., from MS. Hargrave 313.
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for it concludes by giving the officials elected in the various

mint-towns, amongst whom are our own :

—

OXONIA
Monetarii — Henricus Simeonis.

Gaufridus de Stocwille.

Adam Feteplace.

Willelmus Sarsorius.

Custodes — Laurentius Whit.

Thomas sub Muro.

Walterus Aurivaber.

lohannes Alegod.

Assaiatores—Radulphus Aurifaber.

lohannes le Fleminge.

Clericus — Simon filius Rogeri.

The duties of the Assaiatores require no further explanation,

but the description of the weights or standards used by them

is harder to understand. Clearly the necessary weights were

sent from London, after the pattern of those officially

marked (' quodam quonio impressa ') and placed ' in thesauro

domini Regis apud Westmonasterium sub sigillo Majoris

Londoniae* Here, again, the later legislation seems to be

merely following earlier traditions, for yEthelraed's Laws clearly

say: ' Et ipsi qui portus custodiunt, efficiant, per overhirnessam

meam, ut omne pondus sit marcatum ad pondus quo pecunia

mea recipitur, et eorum singulum signetur, ita quod xv. ore

libram faciant. Et custodiant omnes monetam, sicut vos

docere praecipio, et omnes elegimus.' The Custodes mentioned

above were custodes auieorinn^ and thus would be additional

safeguard against any improper use of the dies by unauthor-

ized persons. Enough has now been said, I think, to show

that the moneyer was well advised not to do wrong. He
could not by any possibility hope to escape the vigilance of

his own citizens, the county officials, and the State ; unless

indeed general corruption prevailed, as the writer of the

Dialogus de Scaccario seems to suggest.

Still a few points require investigation. Did the Oxford

moneyer make his own dies ? It would add very much to the

b
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interest of these pennies, needless to say, if it could be shown

that they were the work of local craftsmen. Unfortunately

there is hardly any material on which to base an opinion one

way or the other. The changes in type show clearly enough

that the designs came from a central authority, but the dies

differ so much in style that they can hardly have been issued

in this manner. Looking closely at the four pennies of the

' Bonnet ' type for instance (PL. XI, 2-5), it will be seen that

they vary in execution considerably. Much greater uniformity

might be expected reasonably from a central engraving depart-

ment. Such a department, moreover, could not have been a

small affair, able to escape notice. On the other hand Domes-

day, though silent about Oxford, makes a remark about

Worcester, which seems to point the other way: ' Quando
moneta uertebatur quisque monetarius dabat xx solidos ad

luiidoniam pro cuneis accipiendis.' A similar statement occurs

under Hereford, and we are left to decide for ourselves what

it means, whether these two cities are recorded as exceptions,

or whether we may take it for granted that all provincial

monetarii made like payments. Domesday is evidently the

work of many hands, and the absence of information, which

may or may not have existed already in London, should not

be taken seriously. No doubt all the provincial moneyers paid

fees ' ad lundoniam ' when a new type was issued, the general

fee being apparently twenty shillings. What did they receive

in return, dies or merely patterns ? Here we will look at the

reverse process, namely the return of the dies to London. A
copy of a writ, sent to the Oxford moneyers in the reign of

King John, still exists, and is well worth reproducing :

—

' Rex '\c omibj monetariis '\ examinatoribus monete T: custodibj

cuneol^ Lond satt. Precipimus vot) qd sic vos 1: ilra diligitis

statim visis litf is istis signetis sigitt iiris oms cuneos vros T:

sitis cum ili apd Westm a clitino Sci Dionis in xv. dies audituri

p)ceptii iirum. Et faciatis scire omib3 opatoribB monete de

civitate vra 't eis qui sciut dare cosilium ad facicnd moneta qd

tuc sint ibi no'bcum '\ Tieatis ibi has litfas. T. Dno P. Wintoii

Epo apd Westm . vij die Octbb.

' Sub eadcm forma sc'bit omib3 monetariis T: examinatoribj

monete 'I custodibj cuneoT/ Wintoii, Exoii, Cicestr, Cantuar,
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Rofifa, Gipeswic, Norwic, Lenn, Line, Eborac, Cardutt, Norht,

Oxon, Sci Edmund', Dunelm ^'

Does this throw any hght on the authorship of the dies?

The words are cnneos vesh-os, not nostras, as we should expect

if they were officially issued from London ; and observe that

those who can give advice ' ad faciendam monetam ' are also

required to attend. Perhaps, however, the writ should not be

interpreted too strictly ; the important point is that the dies

were to be returned, probably in order that they might be

broken up. Whether this was the rule in earlier times it is

impossible to say. The existence of ' mules,' that is to say

pennies with the reverse of a new type and the obverse of the

preceding type, proves that the moneyer could retain them and

even use them in the intervals between new issues, but doubt-

less it was to his own interest to see that they were destroyed

eventually. On the whole these questions remain shrouded in

doubt, even if we admit the position claimed for the King's

goldsmith in post-Conquest days. He may have made dies in

London ; but the evidence refers to the very close of the long

period under consideration, when the process of centralization

was being completed, and we still remain in the dark as to

what may have happened before.

Having referred briefly to the conditions and restrictions

which were imposed by the State on an Oxford moneyer,

there is yet a question or two. Where did he work ? Was
there a mint in the city, a central building, where all the

moneyers kept their tools and coined ? It is usual to talk of

the Oxford Mint, but this expression really means nothing

more than that certain pennies bear the name of the city.

There seem to be no references to a building or to any such

officer as would be likely to take charge of it. The Laws deal

directly with the moneyers, and each one no doubt had his

money-smithy in the house that best suited him.

Then, again, why is Oxford called a Royal Mint, as though

it differed in any way from others? The phrase results from

a great deal of loose writing and guesswork that has been

allowed to pass in recent years. Enough has been said to

show that the English monetary system had a proper place in

^ Patent Roll (Chancery) 9 John, m. 5, Record Office.

ba
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the administrative system during our period, which of necessity

made every mint a royal one. From the time when the Arch-

bishops' names disappeared from the obverse of their silver

pennies royal control became complete. There was no such

thing as a private mint, except in the lawless times of King

Stephen. The Laws of /Ethelstan and Edgar lay it down that

there be o)ie money over all the King's dominion, and those of

yEthelraed II say, * And let no man have a moneyer, except the

King.' It is only necessary to look at the pennies in the

national collections to see that these laws were observed ; for

the authority of the King through the Exchequer compelled

observance. Looking at the list of mints, which follows the

writ of King John, already quoted (p. xviii), it will be noticed

that it includes every city in England which struck Class III

of the short-cross pennies. The names of the four cities,

Ilchester, Lichfield, Shrewsbury, and Worcester, which are

absent, have never yet been found on that type, though

immense numbers of the others have come to light.

This is exactly what we should expect, if in fact all the

provincial mints were directly under central control. The con-

fusions which have arisen on this subject are largely due to the

supposition that any grant of privilege was so much taken away
from the King's authority exercised through his Exchequer.

But in the legal system the existence of a local court side by
side with a royal one in London made no division of private

and public law. And in the monetary system the existence

of an earl's or bishop's moneyer side by side with the King's

moneyer made no division either, and was quite compatible

with the law that all moneyers were the King's. The
privilege was partly honorary and partly for convenience,

ensuring that these men, connected with vast estates, should

have no difficulty in securing the King's currency without

delay. They secured, however, no further profit, nor any voice

in the system ; and even if the King cared to grant away
portions of his profit, the integrity of the monetary system was

still preserved. Thus Henry I placed one of his moneyers in

London regularly at the service of the Abbot of Reading.

Ordgar, this London moneyer, struck Type XIV, Hawkins 162,

both with and without the scallop-shell on the reverse, showing
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that he still remained a royal moneyer, only executing pro-

vincial work as required. In the same way a king might

place one of his moneyers at Stamford at the service of the

Abbot of Peterborough. Abbots or earls who received these

privileges had no responsibility for the coinage or influence

over it ; the moneyer and his work remained royal and sub-

ject to the State. Naturally the existence of a mint in any

particular district was of great advantage to trade, but it must

be remembered that then, as now, money was coined not for

amusement but as it was wanted. When the trade of a

district declined the mint was taken away, having died a natural

death. Consequently these grants were local and not personal.

This is quite sufficient to account for the non-appearance of

certain types at some mints, even if we do not take into

consideration the great extent to which the Exchequer

blanched current money and the private individual had it

recoined. But we can hardly be certain even now that hoards

will not reveal the missing types. I mention this because of the

theory lately broached—that the appearance or not of certain

types was due to the presence or absence of some important

baron. Here the 'chartered' mint idea runs wild. It ignores

the fact of demand and supply in currency, brushes aside

the officials who, as we have seen, were responsible to the

Exchequer, and sets up a tyrannical interference entirely

inconsistent with the development of our constitutional govern-

ment, as at present understood. Oxford then may be called

a ' royal ' mint, if you please, but not so as to imply that it

differed in any way from the other provincial mints.

It seems unlikely that any profit rewarded an Oxford

moneyer. My own view is that the whole of the profits,

after payments for services and expenses, belonged to the

Crown, and that the annual and occasional payments to the

Exchequer equalled these profits. What is certain is that

large annual payments had to be made by the moneyers as

firvia, and that occasional payments extra firmajn were made
when the type was changed, to say nothing of fines imposed

perhaps by the Exchequer for offences. Thus Domesday says,

' Comitatus Oxeneford reddit firmam . . . de moneta xx. libras

denariorum de xx*' in ora.' Leicester pays the same amount
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' de monetarijs,' so that it is probably right to regard the

previous passage as referring to the mint, though one or two

editors have translated it as if it meant only a cash payment

as contrasted with the other payments in kind which are

estimated by money value. Beyond this Domesday is silent

as regards the Oxford moneyers, but the rule seems to have

been that each moneyer paid in addition, ' quando moneta

vertebatur,' a sum of twenty shillings or thereabouts, which

was ' extra firmam,' as we are told in the Customs of Chester.

Very little further information can be obtained even from the

Pipe Rolls in later days, but here and there a passage is worth

noting :

—

* Id vTc Redd . Comp . dc xiiii. iT . de Monet de Oxinef. In

tti . xi. It . 7 . vi. s . 7 viii . d".

' Et In pdoh . p br ^ . Eisd" Monet . Liii . s . 7 iiii . d"

Et Quiet^ est \'

Or again :

—

' Id vie redd* Comp de qt^ xx . m de Burgo de Oxifi 7 de

Monet.
In tti libauit . Et O. . .

.2

'

Or:—

'Adam Monet redd* Comp de .1. m .pp propsturam

In fho lit)auit. Et Quiet^ est ^'

But beyond these few entries there is nothing, and the general

silence leads us to suppose that everything worked with smooth-

ness and regularity. Returning to the question of profit how-

ever, the cost of coining, which included tools or sub-operarii,

and the payments to the State, could have left little or nothing

for the moneyer, even if he were entitled to receive it. Then
again, whatever time he gave to this duty was of necessity taken

from the time he could give to his own business, a very serious

matter for a prosperous merchant. Hence it is not very

surprising to meet with the following, quoted by Madox :

—

' VValterus le Lingedrapier r. c. de v marcis, quia noluit facere

' Great Roll of the Pipe for the fifth year of the reign of King Henry
the Second, A.D. 11 58-1 159. Pipe Roll Soc. Scries, p. 35.

'^ Ibid. 7 Henry \l (a. D. 1160-1161).
^ Ibid. 21 Henry II (a.D. i 174-1 175).
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monetam Domini Regis ; In thesauro ij marcae, Et debet iij

marcas ^.'

This worthy Oxford citizen objected, possibly for the reasons

suggested, perhaps because afraid of tlie stringent conditions

attached to the office. The record of his fate, however, has an

additional interest, proving that the duty of coining was one that

could not be refused without penalty. It shows the official cha-

racter of the work, one of those many necessary duties imposed

on cities by the Crown, from which they were always anxious

to shake themselves free. In alluding to the changing of the

dies it should have been said that this occurred as nearly as

possible every two years, so that the charges in this respect

were considerable. A new type did not displace the previous

currency, payment being accepted at the Exchequer both in

old and new money ^. In the hoards it is not unfrequent to

find from three to five types, or those of different Kings. The
natural wish of the private person to have the newest money,

which is most easily current, and the system at the Exchequer

were sufficient to prevent any abuse in this direction.

As regards the weights of the pennies included in this book

the Tower Pound, which has come down to us, is usually

regarded as the standard. It is equal to 5400 gr. Troy, which

makes 240 pennies, each pennyweight being 22 ^ grains or

1-458 grammes. It should be noticed, however, that the early

pennies belong to a much higher standard, and that those

from the reign of Cnut to the middle of the reign of Edward

the Confessor belong to a much lower standard. The Laws

of yEthelraed, already referred to, order ' quod xv ore libram

faciant,' and if we interpret literally the Domesday remark

about Oxford ' Ix libras ad numerum de xx*^ in ora,' this

would give 300 pennies to the pound instead of 240, making

the pennyweight 18 grains or i-i66 grammes. This agrees

completely with the weights of the Oxford pennies during the

greater part of the reigns of Cnut, Harold, Harthacnut, and

Edward the Confessor, especially if allowance is made for

wear or the legal minimum. Subsequently to this I suppose

* The History and Antiquities of the Exchequer, 171 1, P- 3^9 (^^ag.

Rot. 29 Henry II).

''' See Pipe Rolls Series.
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the Tower standard to have come into force. The metal

should ahvays be ii oz. 2 dwts. of fine silver to 18 dwts.

of alloy. The results arrived at in weighing these pennies

are often very interesting, even though the pennies were

clipped probably by shears and were never intended to

challenge the accurate weighing-machines of the present day.

From the Tealby hoard 50 pennies were weighed separately

and each balanced 22 grains
;
900 were weighed against 900,

and the difference was only 2 grains, and so on. In the

present book I have only given the weights of those in good

condition, for it is by these alone that one is able to judge the

standard fairly.

The various contractions such as MO or MON stand for

Moneta or Monetarius. If * Moneta ' on the pennies of

Eadmund and Eadgar is the full word, then it would seem to

mean Reingrim's money or ^thelwine's money ; the names

of some moneyers are put actually in the genitive. The later

word ON simply means ' in ' Oxford, and the two are often

used together. The pellets, which I have been careful to

reproduce, may possibly be moneyer's private marks to note

the order of the dies or for purposes of identification, but so far

I have never been able to reduce them to any system.

Something must now be said about the names of the Oxford

moneyers contained in this volume. The curious habit of

merely giving the Christian name makes it exceedingly

difficult at this distance of time to identify these citizens.

The same system prevails in the documents of the period,

a man being usually described as Johannes aurifaber or Henri-

cus carpentarius, and so on, this being quite sufficient to

distinguish him in his locality. Now and again, however,

definite proof occurs that this John or Henry had a surname

after all, and it requires little investigation of a book such as

the Cartulary of the Monastery of St. Frideswide to suspect

that many of those indexed apart are one and the same person.

Beginning at the end of the present volume for the sake of

convenience, we find four moneyers of the last type of Henry

III. They are Adam, Gefrei, Henri, and William. Without

any other help it would be impossible to identify these among

the crowd of names at our disposal. Fortunately that help is
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forthcoming in a list in the Red Book of the Exchequer, already

noticed on p. xvii. There they are called Adam Feteplace,

Gaufridus de Stocwille, Henricus Simeonis, and Willelmus

Sarsorius. Of the good position of Adam Feteplace there

can be no doubt ; his name frequently occurs in contem-

porary documents. Drapere Hall was one of his properties,

according to Wood, and he left ' 40s annuall rent issuing thence

to the nuns of Littlemore, to the intent that his anniversary

should be kept, on the translation of St. Frideswyde, there ^'

Shelde Hall, ' in St. Peter's in the Est, sometimes the tene-

ment of Adam Feteplace V was also left by him to the

nunnery. He was several times Mayor of Oxford ^ and no

doubt one of the founders of the well-known family that bears

his name.

Galfridus de Stocwille (or Stockwell) was a member of

another famous Oxford family, 'who, as they were in their

times wealthy people and devout to the Church and poore, soe

likewise [were] of great esteeme and bore the publick offices

of this corporation in the raignes of Richard I^ King John,

Henry HI, and Edward I *.' Stockwell Mede was so called

after our moneyer, according to Wood ^, and no doubt

Stockwell Street and other places took their names either from

him or his family. He was Mayor of Oxford more than once ^

Henricus Simeonis is sometimes called Henry Simeon, but

more usually Henricus filius Simeonis. His name occurs

frequently among the witnesses to local deeds, and he also

must be reckoned among the wealthy and devout. He was

one of the two Praepositi of Oxford (before the office of

Mayor was made) in the reign of King John I He had a son

Henry, who is usually called Henricus f. Henrici f. Simeonis,

so that I think there can be no confusion, though the father

^ Wood's Cziy 0/ Oxford, O. H. S., Vol. I, p. 221.

2 Ibid., p. 523.
^ Ibid., Vol. Ill, pp. 7, 10, and Cartulary ofSL Fridesivide, O. H. S.

* Wood's City of Oxford, O. H. S., Vol. I, pp. 365, 366.

^ Ibid., p. 462.
« Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 9, and Cartulary of St. Frideswide, O. H. S., Vol. I,

p. 325, and All Saints' deeds of the Hospital of St. John at JNIagdalen

College.

^ Wood's City of Oxford, O. H. S., Vol. Ill, p. 4-
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must have been an old man at this time. I have Httle doubt

that he is also the Henri who is a moneyer of Class III,

short-cross pennies of King John, p. 80.

Of William Sarsorius I have not much information. He is

evidently the same person as William le Saucer, who was

Mayor of Oxford about A. D. 1 258-1 259, and signs in that

capacity to a deed (St. Aldate, 49) of the Hospital of St. John,

now among the muniments of Magdalen College. His signa-

ture also appears in the CartJilary of St. Fridesivide.

Here, then, are four moneyers, who all appear to have held

at one time or another the highest official position in the city.

This perhaps should encourage us to look among the names

of the leading citizens, the Kepeharmes, Toralds, Halegods,

Burewolds, and others. But even so nothing very definite can

come from what must at the best be mere guesswork. Helis

(p. 82) may have been a member of another well-known Oxford

family, de Pyrie, or Pery, connected with Pery and Worming-

hall, benefactors of Osney and St. Frideswide. At the same

time, however, there seem to have been several citizens bearing

the christian name Elias or Helias. Miles remains in obscurity

unless he was ' the Draper,' but Henry is no doubt Henricus

Simeonis again. Ailwine is almost certainly Ailwin or

Eilwin le Turnour or Turnur, who was one of the bailiffs of

the city, if not Praepositus. His family held property in St.

Peter-in-the-East, and his name is frequently met with in

the documents now in the possession of Magdalen College.

Next come the moneyers of Class I of the short-cross pennies

(p. 79). Asketil, or Anketil as it is often written, occurs

occasionally in the Cartulary of St. Frideswide. From the

Sandford Cartidary ^ we get a small clue as to the identity of

this particular man, for he signs himself ' Aschetillo fit Radi

mone?.' lefrei may possibly be Galfridus Aurifaber, but his

surname, if he had one, remains unknown to me. It seems

too early for Geofrey de Stocwell already mentioned. Owein

is no doubt Owanus, Audoenus, noted by Wood as one of the

Praepositi of this city. He was, if I am not mistaken, father of

Robert Owen, and grandfather of Henry Owen, well-known

citizens. Rodbert remains unknown to me ; he may be

^ Wood MS. X. fol, 34 v., c, 1 170.
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a Burwold or a Kepeharm, but the name is very common.

Ricard might possibly be Richard de Stockwell, the father of

Geofrey, or a Richard Segrim ; but here, again, the name is too

common to make any guesses profitable. Sagar is perhaps

the one who is mentioned in the conveyance of a messuage

to Elias de Pyrie by Petrus palmarius and Agnes, Segari

mercatoris, his wife ^. The messuage is referred to as quod

Scganis mcrcator quondam temiit ; Segar is mentioned else-

where in the same Cartulary.

Turning to the first issue of Henry II (p. 78) there are

three names only. The first, Adam, is no doubt the moneyer

referred to in the Pipe Roll, 21 Henry IP. Perhaps he is the

Adam Ruffus, noted by Wood as a Praepositus of the city.

The incomplete name Asc is probably Aschetil, and

identical with Asketil. The last moneyer, Rogier, I should

guess to be Roger filius Sewy, on account of the name appear-

ing in the same roll with Adam, though he is not described

as a moneyer.

As to the earlier names one cannot fail to be struck by their

constant appearance in documents separated by long distance

of time, thus showing their thoroughly local character.

Sweting occurs in the Cartulary of St. Frideswide ^, ' terrain

que fuit Willelmi f. Stvetyng' and again in the list of houses

granted to Oseney Abbey, by the charter of foundation in

1 129'*. It was this moneyer who struck Oxford pennies for

the Empress Matilda. Sagrim, one of the moneyers of

Henry I, possesses a name well enough known in Oxford.

The Segrims occur constantly in the Cartidary of St. Frides-

zvide, and a good deal about them will be found in the early

portions of the history of Pembroke College ^ The name

occurs in the Osney charter already mentioned, and also in

Domesday ; evidently a numerous and prosperous family.

The Henricus filius Segrimi, noted by Wood as Praepositus

about 1 1 70, was very possibly a son of the Oxford moneyer.

^ Cartulary of St. Frideswide, O. H. S., Vol. I, p. 145.
* See p. xxii, ^ Vol. 1, p. 261.

* Early History of Oxford, O. H. S,, p. 274, and see also ' Sweting Hall,'

Wood's City of Oxford, Vol. I, p. 525.
* O. H. S., pp. 2-1 1.
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Sawi, another moneyer of Henry I, also requires little

introduction : the name is generally written Sewi or Sewy,

and the family must have been numerous. Wood mentions a

charter in the Register of Stodlcy, about 1190, which refers to

the ' gate of Roger Sewi,' in this city ^. This perhaps is the

Roger, one of our moneyers, whom I have already guessed to

be Roger filius Sewi, so that in all probability we have father

and son carrying on the same office. The name appears in

Domesday and most of our local documents ; it survives in

Sewy's Lane. Of Rawulf nothing profitable can be said.

The name is common enough locally, and Wood notes, ' Anno
1134 or thereabouts: lohannes filius Radulphi, Leofwyne le

Wanter, praepositi Oxon' ; the father of the first-named might

be the very man. The only other moneyer of Henry I, men-

tioned in the text, is yEglnoth. No doubt the same name as

Ailnoth, which appears here and there in the Cartulary of St.

Frideswide, John Ailnoth, Robert Ailnoth, and others nearly

a century later. The Osney charter (dated 1129), previously

referred to, mentions Aylnoth, in all probability our moneyer.

This man appears to be called Reymundus Aylnoth, and no

doubt the two names should be taken together, and the man
be identified with the Reimundus noted by Wood as Prae-

positus of the city about 1150. Ailnoth Hall, later known as

Haberdasher's Hall, was apparently his tenement : it was

owned by Osney and stood ' somewhere about the site of the

new entrance of Brasenose College^.' Before leaving the reign

of Henry I it should be noticed that an entry in the Abingdon

Chronicle refers to land bought in Oxford by the Abbot,

presumably in the early part of the reign. It mentions ' the

land of Eadwin the moneyer and his brother^.' No pennies

have come to light, so far as I know, bearing the name of this

moneyer either in this or the two preceding reigns. It seems

probable that it is an ancient name handed on with the property

as was so frequently the case, and it may be the Eadwi on

p. 25 ; or it is possible that some moneyer in London or else-

where held property in the city.

^ Wood's City of Oxford, O. H. S., Vol. I, p. 4S5.

2 Oxford Topography, O. H. S., p. 176.

' Early History of Oxford, O. H. S., p. 264.
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In the reigns of William I and II we have ^glwine

and iEgelwi. There are names in Domesday such as

Alwin and Alwi, which might be the same. It seems natural

to suggest that the former was an ancestor of Ailwine the

Turner, and that he also had some descent from the ^gelwine,

moneyer of Harthacnut (see p. 44). Then the Osney charter,

previously referred to, mentions ' Godwinus monetarius,

Brythicus monetarius,' who may be our Godwine and Brihtred,

and Domesday also mentions Brictred and Godwin. Anthony

Wood notes under S. Edward Hall, ' Tenementum Godwyni

monetarii, Aula Edvvardi, '^y. 4d\—soe an ancient rentall

belonging sometimes to Osney ; denoting it to be, in ancient

time not long after the Norman Conquest, the tenement belong-

ing to a minter and who perhaps at the foundation of that

Abbey gave it thereto ^.' The tenement was afterwards con-

veyed to Christ Church by Henry VIII.

yElfwi may perhaps be one of those called Alwi in Domesday.

Wulfwi may be Wluui the Fisherman in the same list ; later

the Abbot of Abingdon purchased 'the land of Wlfwi the

fisherman.' Of Brihtred I can discover nothing beyond the

reference quoted above, and the name of Haregod is so com-

pletely absent in all documents that I am almost led to suspect

it to be the same as Halegod, an important citizen family who
gave their name to a lane and a hall in this city. Swetman
alone has the distinction of being mentioned in Domesday
as ' Suetman monetarius,' probably to distinguish him from

the other Swetmans there mentioned. Some of these moneyers

were at work also in the reigns of Harold II and Edward
the Confessor.

Coming to the names before the Conquest, there is a grant

of land to St. Alban's Abbey, which is of some interest; it

reads, ' et Goduuinus praepositus ciuitatis Oxnafordi et Wulf-

winus praepositus comitis et omnes ciues Oxanfordiensi ^.*

Judging from the evidencealready given asto the high position

of our moneyers, this is very likely to be the Godwine, moneyer

in the early part of the reign of Edward the Confessor.

* Wood's City of Oxford, Vol. I, p. 16 1.

'' Early History of Oxford, p. 264.

^ So in Cod. Dipl. IV. p. 2S5, date about 1050-2.
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Godric, a contemporary of his, may be referred to in the charter

of King Stephen S ' De terra cum molendino quam Godric

tenuit viijj. viij^.,' and the name also occurs in the grant to

Oseney Abbey ^ and Domesday. Leofwine is a common
Oxford name and occurs frequently, one being noted by Wood
as Praepositus about A.D. 1134. Of the other names it is only

possible to show their local character by observing that they

repeatedly reappear in Oxford even centuries afterwards,

some of them continuing to the present day. Taking such a

name as Ingclri in the reign of ^Ethelstan, for instance, we

find in a charter of King Stephen some two centuries later, 'De

terra quam Ingelry tenuit viijf^.'^' Now we meet with John

Britwold, or elsewhere with Richard Coleman, and others; but

this is a subject which would make large demands on space,

and I have only made the previous remarks with the object of

showing the evidence as to the position of moneyers and the

interest that arises from the study of these names in such early

times. Apart from these two points of view some of the early

names, such as Rsgenward, an official name that appears in

' Beowulf,' have a distinct interest on account of their form and

meaning.

In leaving this subject I should like to call attention to the

fact that in arranging the names at the head of each type I

have refrained from any attempt at assuming some of them to

be one and the same person. They may be, but serious diffi-

culties eventually arise in the easiest paths, and having tried

for myself I thought best to leave them alone. In the reign

of ^thelred II, for instance, you find ^thelmaer and-^lfma;r,

^thelwine and .^Ifwine. Are these two men or four?

Taking the following, ' ^E^eluuig mens praepositus in Bucinga-

ham et Winsige praepositus on Oxonaforda*,' dated A.D. 995

in the reign of King ^Ethelraed, it is interesting to note that

the Stockholm Collection possesses a penny of that date by
' .^Ifwi ' monetarius at ' Bucci ,' the first letters of Buccingaham.

I am very much inclined to regard this name as a shortened

^ Cartulary of Si. Fridcswide, Vol. I, p. 19.

- Early History of Oxfo7-d, p. 274.

^ Cartulary of St. Fridestuidc, O. H. S., Vol. I, p. 19.

* Cod. DtJ)l.,Yo\. VI, p. 128.
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form of the other. Then there are several names in which a

letter appears to be mute ; Leofman and Leoman, Wulfvvi and

Wuhvi,yElfwiandiElwi,yElfwineandyEhvine. Each pair stands

for one name only perhaps, but the difficulty arises when we

propose to go further and assume the last two pairs to stand for

one name only. Then there are a few names in which a letter

is soft, thus iEgelwine and the later Ailwine are one and the

same ; but who is to say whether ^glwi is short for ^gelwine

or yEgelwig, or whether ^Iwi may not represent ^Ifwig.

Better then to leave them as we find them.

The origin of the name of Oxford has already been discussed

in the Early History of Oxford, but a little repetition will

doubtless be forgiven, seeing that the coins provide us with

such a large number of readings. The earliest of these deserve

some attention :

—

^thelstan, Ox. Vrbs. Eadmund, O, Ox. Eadred, O, Ox. Vrbs.

Eadgar, Oxna. Eadiveard II, 0-xna, 0-xa.

yEthelrxdII, Ox, Oxn, Oxna, Oxnaf, Oxnafo, Oxan, Oxen,

On, Ona.

Cmit, Ox, Oxn, Oxa, Oxan, Oxe, Oxen, Oxena, Oxs, Oxse,

Oxsen, Oxsena, Oxsenna, Oxsn, Oxsna, Oxsa, Oc, Ocx,

Ocxe, Ocxen, Ocxene, Ocxn, Ocxa, Oexen, Onxen,

Onxsena, Ocxc.

Harold /, O, Oxna, Oxan, Oxse, Oxen, Oc, Ocx, Ocxe, Onx.

Harthacnut, Oxa, Oxan, Oxc, Ocxe, Ocxen, Ocxene,

Ocxanafo, Oex, Oexe, Droxana, Occene, Coxe.

Edward the Confessor, Ox, Oxa, Oxan, Oxe, Oxen, Oxene,

Oxenef, Oxenefo, Oxenefor, Oxna, Oxne, Oxnef, Oxnf,

Oxenex, Oxenexfo, Ocx, Ocxa, Ocxe, Ocxen, Ocxene,

Ocexenaf, Onxe, Onxenefo.

Harold II, Oxe, Oxenefo, Oxenfo.

These readings show, as has been observed before, that

the sound ' Ox ' is an essential element of the first half of the

name Oxford, and they leave little room for doubt as to what

that name means. The genitive plural of ' Oxa,' spelt in

various ways, is compounded with ' ford,' and means the ford

of the oxen. Other evidence helps us to carry the pedigree of

the spelling still further back. We find Oxnaford mentioned
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A.D. 912 in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and in an early list of

hides in England ^, about the end of the eighth century, we find

* To Oxeford.* The latter is a late copy as the spelling shows,

but it is clearly made from an early document, and the scribe

had no doubt about the name of our city, in spite of his other

difficulties. The name then is plain enough, and it was used

in connexion with a river which was known by the English

both north and south of the city as the Temese. That at least

seems to me to be proved beyond doubt by the Cartiilarijim

Saxonicnin, and to dispose of all speculations as to whether

the original form of the ford name was Ousanford or the like.

The word Temese carries us back to classical times, and the

question as to whether the last three letters are the same as

Ouse to a still earlier period. This places such a large gap of

time between a possible derivation and the English occupa-

tion of the country, and divorces us so completely from the

facts of the ninth and tenth centuries that I can see little

advantage in pursuing the subject. The English had no

hesitation in using the Celtic names of rivers correctly when

they needed them ; many examples could be quoted, but one

quite close to Oxford will suffice. This is the river Eoc (now

called Ock) at Abingdon. The charter^ A.D. 955 beginning

' .^rest on eoccenforda ' is interesting as showing us that

name contemporary with Oxnaford, and I can see no reason

for supposing any corruption in the latter one. There may,

however, have been some confusion as to its meaning, for

we cannot overlook the old English * Oxn/ an arm-pit,

which must have been obsolete in very early days. However

that may be, our own ford was not the only one so called.

A grant ^ of land at Brydancumbe, co. Wilts., A.D. 937,

includes in its boundaries ' lang streames o]> oxnaford,' and

Mr. Parker in his Early History of Oxford has noted another

in Witley parish, Surrey. There are many fords in England

named after animals, and the word ' Oxen ' is not unfre-

quently compounded with gate, bridge, field, and so on *. In

' Cariularium Saxofiicufn, Vol. Ill, p. 672.

' Ibid., p. 68.

3 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 421.

* See Early History of Oxford, O. H. S.
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all probability then the obvious derivation of the name Oxna-

ford is the correct one.

The list of readings given above deserves a little further

attention. First, there is the reading ' Ox. Vrbs,' which seems

to suggest that the ford-name had not yet become definitely

attached to the city, which at one time must have been either

the burh by the Oxenford or have possessed some other name.

On the other hand, Vrbs may be attached to the name in the

same way as Civitas is to that of other cities ; and Civitas may
be intended in the Cnut reading OCXC and the Harthacnut

reading COXE. Then the reading ' Oexen ' does not appear

to be an error. It is so written as a gloss over ' boves ' in an

Anglo-Saxon psalter ^, and again in the Ecclesiastical Hymns.
Another peculiarity is the strong tendency to place the letter

' n ' before ' x.' Thus we have ' On Onxe ' as late as the reign

of Edward the Confessor, the same peculiarity appearing in the

reigns of Eadweard II, yEthelra^d II, Cnut, and Harold I. The
change, which is a natural one, was helped no doubt by the

word ' on ' coming before, but in one or two cases it is difficult

to decide what has happened. Thus in Cnut's reign we have
' Eadwi onxsena ' and in Edward the Confessor's reign

'^gelw.ion'xenefoi,' where the ' on ' has either been dropped

or, as is more likely, the first ' O ' of Oxford has fallen out.

I can offer no explanation of Droxana, if correctly read, nor of

Oxenex : perhaps both are blunders. Doubtless the appear-

ance of the letter ' c ' as in Ocx, during the reign of Cnut and

succeeding reigns, was due to Danish influence.

The ' Orsnaforda ' pennies are not included in the text, and

I shall deal very briefly with them here, for they also have

been discussed at some length in the Early History of Oxford.

Many years passed before they were assigned to this city, and

the argument appears to be that they nuist be Oxford pennies

until the contrary can be proved. No doubt the wish to

assign an Alfred coinage to this city, associated in legend

with his name, is very praiseworthy, but one feels bound

to wait for proof in the face of obvious difficulties. These

coins appear to have been found in Lancashire only. In itself

perhaps this would not be insuperable when we consider that

^ Surtees Society, Ps. XLIX. lo and Vol. II, p. 191.

c
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Oxford pennies have been found far and wide, but the fact is

significant when the character of the other coins found with

them is recognized. The most famous of these finds was

made at Cuerdale near Preston, and it included a large number
of St. Eadmund pennies bearing moneyers' names which are

seldom English and legends which are often very corrupt,

a few of Alfred Rex Doro type, some of the London and

a number of the 'pall' types (B. M. Types XIV and XV), which

also bear the name of ^Elfred, together with a few other

types. There can be no doubt whatever that the bulk of

this hoard was a Viking coinage struck in the east and north

of England sometime between A.D. 880 and 910. The ' pall

'

type in my opinion is distinctively Norse or Danish, and

should never have been included, as it has been, in the West-

Saxon series. The style alone should have been sufficient to

show this, and the fact that many of the moneyers are the

same as those on the types of St. Eadmund and Guthorm

(^thelstan II). The London type also Is Danish. The
Canterbury pennies have the same character, as can be seen

by comparing them with those of the Northumbrian kings,

Cnut or Siefred. The Orsnaforda pennies are mostly of the

same type as those of Earl Sihtric ^, whilst some of a different

type ^ bear the long cross on the reverse which is frequent on

these northern issues. It is clear then that the Orsnaforda

pennies do not belong to a West-Saxon coinage, and that an

explanation of the legend should be sought by examining in

the first place the legends of the pennies in whose company

they were found. Looking at the Orsnaforda pennies described

in the British Museum Catalogue it seems as though some

process of corruption had been gone through before a passable

reading such as ORSN/\FORD/^ was evolved. The second

letter especially is in doubt. We have :

—

Vol. II, B. M. 137 ohsii^eord;\.

Vol. II, B. M. 149 OMZIi;^bORD;\.

Vol. II, B. M. 153 OH5IIEOa5lA.

1 B. M. Cai. 0/ English Coins, Vol. I, PL. XXVIII, No. I.

2 Ibid., Vol. II, PL. V, No. 2.
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Now looking at the St. Eadmund pennies is it merely a coin-

cidence that we have :

—

Vol. I, B. M. 234 +AII (/>nreioiitr;^

The third penny above seems to me to represent the same

sound as this St. Eadmund penny, and the St. Eadmund penny

in its turn is probably a corruption of AN«/)lERMONET^

or some such legend, Ansier being one of the St. Eadmund

moneyers. It will be noticed that several of the Orsnaforda

pennies have the S laid flat as in the Ansier pennies, Vol. I,

B. M. 243, 248-55, and they have also the second letter H
sometimes as in Vol. I, B. M. 248.

^

This can hardly be accidental, for in other Orsnaforda pennies

we notice groups of letters that appear elsewhere. Thus Orsna-

forda, Vol. II, B. M. 150 Fy c/'IIV,and in Vol. I, B. M. 389 St-

Eadmund FIIEVSII ; Orsnaforda, Vol. II, B. M. 151 ERDLS,

and Vol. II, B. M. 31 Dorobernia penny ERDEL; Orsnaforda,

Vol. II, B. M. 153 lEIIigiailO, and Vol. I, B. M. 221 St.

Eadmund penny AIEMNETMO. The Dorobernia and the

St. Eadmund pennies are connected by a type in the British

Museum, and the Dorobernia and Orsnaforda pennies are

connected by the name of the moneyer ' Bernuald '
; so that

when we consider that large numbers have been found together,

and that the legends show every kind of corruption, it seems

that there is very good reason for the explanation offered

above. In this case some of the extraordinary legends on the

Orsnaforda type should be corruptions of other moneyers'

names and not variations of a place-name which has been

guessed at as Oxford.

Even if such an explanation be dismissed as improbable,

the evidence of the coins themselves so strongly suggests

extensive corruption that I should still look to the more

grammatical readings ON SNEODRA, ON SHAFORDA or ON
SNAFORDA; more especially as a Sihtric penny of this

type^ bears the name SCELDFOR plainly on the reverse

with the name of a moneyer ' Gundibert,' who also appears,

it is interesting to note, in the St. Eadmund coinage ^. In

* B. M. Cat. ofEnglish Cohts, Vol. I, p. 230.

2 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 422.

c 2
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this case the Lancashire town of Salford might have strong

claims. Looking finally at the evidence afforded by the

pennies included in this book as to the definite character of

the place-name Oxford, I am quite unable to accept the

Orsnaforda coins, though the local conditions may have been

favourable for a Danish coinage. Consequently these pennies

are left out, as they should be till their claim has been

established with greater certainty.

Apart from this, there are one or two pennies included

in the text which should be noticed. First comes a penny

of yEthelstan (No. 7, p. 2), with the spelling Saxorum.

Derby, Nottingham, and Tamworth pennies also have this

peculiarity, on which Sir J. Evans has made the follow-

ing observation :
' I know of no other coins of yEthelstan

bearing this title than those of the four towns now mentioned,

though of course others may exist, and indeed probably

do exist of the Leicester mint. The form SAXORVM is

remarkable and suggestive of its having been devised by

those to whom the name of Saxon was unfamiliar. So far then

as the present evidence goes I am justified in suggesting that

the coins of vEthelstan bearing his title as King of the Saxons

were in the main struck in the beginning of his reign, in that

part of his dominions which had recently been wrested from

the Danes or in the adjacent districts, and that the title was

employed with the especial view of impressing upon his

Midland subjects the fact that they were no longer under

Danish or Mercian rule, but now owed their allegiance to the

Saxon whose superscription was impressed upon their coins *.'

In connexion with this the penny of Eadred (p. 7) assumes

a new interest. Its peculiarity is that it bears on the obverse

the title Eadred Rex Ox Vrbis. The fact that the proper

place of the name of the town is on the reverse, and the

appearance of this penny, led me at first to suspect its genuine-

ness, more especially as the penny described on p. 6 is of

the type we should expect and the reign is a short one. It is

regarded, however,by better judges than myself as genuine; and

if that be the case, it is clear that the local conditions demanded

a special title. This gives additional weight to the remarks which

* Ni/m. Chron., 1885, p. 142.
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have been made on the ^^thelstan penny. Danish influence

must have been more widespread than we are led to suppose

by looking at treaties or boundaries. As regards the pennies

of .^thelrsed, I can only repeat what I have said in the text,

that the names of the moneyers on p. 12 clearly prove that

most of the pennies were issued late in the reign and not

at the beginning as has been supposed hitherto. The great

disaster at this time was the burning of Oxford by the Danes
in the year 1009, after their march through the Chilterns. If

we are right in supposing that there was already a considerable

Danish element in the town, and if they had suffered persecu-

tion, this would have been sufficient reason for the sudden

appearance of the invaders, and the burning must have been

partial. However, it should be noted that the Type on p. 12

and the first Type of Cnut provide us with an entirely new
list of moneyers.

There are no pennies of Eadmund Ironside ; and those of

Cnut appear to be the most common in the whole series,

though it is noticeable that in England they are rarely

found and usually command high prices. As a curiosity the

penny of Sihtric should be noticed (p. 24). The reverse

has the same reading as one of the long cross pennies

of .^thelraed (p. 20), and in all probability both obverse and

reverse were based on that type. The Stockholm Collection

has a considerable number of these pennies with the reverses of

different English cities, but I can offer no explanation of such

variety, even though done in imitation, more especially as the

reverses do not seem to be from the original English dies,

which might have been bought or taken in plunder for such

a purpose. In the reign of Edward the Confessor we meet

for the first time with the type of penny which has the legend

PACX. The interest of this lies in the fact that the constant

appearance of these letters on English coins has been inter-

preted as an allusion to the great meeting of the Witenagemot
which was held in Oxford in A. D. 1017-1018. Mr. Keary,

in his Introduction to the Catalogue of English Coins in the

British Museum, remarks that ' The terms of this agreement

of Oxford were to a certain extent embodied in a series of

statutes identical with or similar to those which bear the
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name of Cnut in the collection of Anglo-Saxon laws. We
may assume that the coins with the legend "Pax" (PACX)

have some reference to the agreement at Oxford, or to the

promulgation of Cnut's Laws, and to the theory that the peace

of Eadgar had been re-established ^.' One other penny should

be noticed, it is that of Matilda struck by Sveting. There

are charters of the Empress dated from Oxford, and she

seems to have made the city her head quarters from July,

1 141, to December, 1 142, until her flight in fact. The position

of this moneyer cannot have been a very pleasant one.

It can hardly fail to be of interest if I add a few words

about hoards. For the most part they have been found

buried, as will been seen, in places where we should least

expect to find them. To a numismatist such finds have

a peculiar value. It is not merely that the locality of the

find may confirm some previous historical information or throw

an entirely new light on some historical problem. A mass of

coins deposited at any one time affords valuable information

as to the sequence of types ; it yields as a rule pieces in the

best condition free from tiresome doubts as to their readings
;

it sets at rest any fears as to the genuineness of the pieces

described. The discovery of a hoard, in fact, has many

advantages should the coins fall into the hands of those able

to appreciate and describe them.

Of the yEthelstan pennies several were found in Rome.
' During some excavations which were being carried on near

the House of the Vestals, at the foot of the Palatine, a hoard

of coins was discovered, enclosed in an earthenware vessel.

It consisted of 830 Anglo-Saxon pennies, ranging in date

between 871 and 947, that is to say, of coins which to all

intents inay be accounted contemporary. Together with these

English pieces were two denarii of Pavia, one of Ratisbon, and

one of Limoges, all of the end of the ninth century, or the first

half of the tenth, and finally, one solidus aureus of the

Byzantine emperor, Theophilus (829-842) ^.' These coins were

described by De Rossi, and among them were the Oxford

pennies struck by Eardulf, VSelric, Ma^elwald, and Sige-

land.

1 Vol. II, p. Ixxxv. 2 yv«,,;_ Chron., 1884, p. 225.
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Another ^thelstan penny struck by Ma^elwald was found

in the year 1876 by a gamekeeper, who 'in digging for

a missing ferret at a place called Killyon Manor, Hill of Down,
Meath, came upon a hoard of 88 silver pennies^.' In this

hoard, described by Sir John Evans, there were pennies of

Eadweard the Elder, ^thelstan, Eadmund, and Eadred, with

single examples of the coinage of three Northumbrian kings.

Of the Eadmund pennies one proved to be struck at Oxford

by Reingrim, a coin at present unique and now, with the

MaSelwald penny, in the collection of Sir John Evans.

From Ireland we come to Skye, where a find of such an

interesting nature was made that I give Mr. A. B. Richardson's

account complete. 'On 7th January, 1891, Mr. Reginald

Macleod, the Queen's Remembrancer, sent to the Museum two

silver coins which had been found on the shore near the Storr

Rock, about eight miles from Portree, in the Isle of Skye,

requesting Dr. Anderson to inform him what the coins were,

and, whether they were wanted for the National Museum.

Dr. Anderson immediately replied, stating that the coins were

Cufic, of the Samanide Caliphs, dating about the commence-

ment of the tenth century, and that they were wanted for the

National Museum. At the same time he pointed out the

important fact that when these Cufic coins are found in this

country or in Scandinavia they are usually associated with

hoards of the Viking time, consisting of coins, ingots, and

personal ornaments of silver, and that in the last instance of

their occurrence in Scotland [Skaill Treasure Trove, Orkney,

15th April, 1 858-) they were accompanied by 16 lb. weight

of bullion, largely made up of personal ornaments, such as

armlets and massive brooches ofsilver. He therefore suggested

that it should be ascertained whether the exact spot in which

the two coins were found could be identified, in case there

might be other portions of a similar hoard still to be dis-

covered. Accordingly, on the 20th January, the Queen's

Remembrancer informed Dr. Anderson that the result of a

search conducted by the assistant to the Procurator-Fiscal

^ Num. Chro?i., 1885, p. 128.

^ In this hoard Dr. Anderson kindly informs me that there were no

Oxford pennies of ^thelstan, but only one of Leicester.
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in the spot where the two coins were found had been the dis-

covery of a hoard of io6 coins and 23 pieces of silver ^' The
writer then describes the bullion, which consisted of fragments

of brooches, bracelets, and portions of ingots cut into short

lengths. There were 31 coins and i fragment of Eadweard the

Elder
;
^6 coins and i fragment of ^thelstan ; i of Plegmund

Archbp. of Canterbury ; i of Sitric of Northumbria and

another of a similar type ; in all 90 coins and two fragments,

to which may be added 18 oriental coins. Thanks to the

interest and intelligence displayed on this occasion two Oxford

pennies of ^Ethelstan were recovered ; one struck by Rsegen-

ward and the other by Wynelm ; a penny struck by the latter

moneyer, however, already existed in the B. M.

These few finds supply us with most of the known pennies

before Eadgar's reign. Fortunately from that reign onwards

they have been so numerous in one particular region as to

make description of them unnecessary. That region is the

southern part of Sweden on the Baltic, and more especially

Gotland. Hence comes that apparently inexhaustible supply,

which has made the National Collection in Stockholm so

superior to our own in certain reigns. Most of my readers

will be familiar with B. E. Hildebrand's able book Anglosach-

siska Mynt i Sve^iska Kongliga Mynt kabinettet. In that work

alone he describes one hundred and eighty different pennies of

Oxford under the reigns of Eadgar, ^Ethelraed, Cnut, Harold,

Harthacnut, and Edward the Confessor. Yet such is our

poverty at home that only forty of this period can be found in

the second volume of the B. M. Catalogue of the Anglo-Saxon

Series. Since Prof Hildebrand published his book in 1881

other finds have been made, so that this number has been

added to, whilst the National Collections at Copenhagen and

Kristiania still further swell the total. These finds still con-

tinue at irregular intervals, and one of them, though a very

small one, was photographed for me at Stockholm just after

its arrival ^ in the summer of 1902. It was the first Anglo-

1 ' Notice of a hoard . . . found in Skye.' By A. B. Richardson, Curator

of Coins. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, Vol.

XXVI (Vol. II, Third Series), 1892, p. 225.
'•^ Enclosed in a cigar-box !
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Saxon penny hoard that I had seen, and I thought the photo-

graph would make an interesting frontispiece.

In England a great find of Edward the Confessor pennies

was made at Upper Chancton Farm, Storrington^, during the

removal of a hedge. Here a great scramble took place, but

a large number came to the B. M., including some Oxford

pennies of Types VII, IX, and XI.

From the Conquest onwards the most interesting finds have

been made in England, which amply illustrate the haphazard

nature of such events and the real danger of these little records

falling into ignorant hands. * On Sunday afternoon, June 30,

1833, as four boys, under ten years of age, were playing at

marbles in a small piece of pasture land called the Old Litten,

attached to the homestead called the Manor House, in

Beaworth, one of them discovered in the track of a waggon-

wheel a piece of lead sticking up above the surface ; upon

stooping down to take hold of it, he discovered a small hole,

into which he thrust his hand, and brought out a number of

coins, his companions immediately following his example.

Though they did not consider their treasure to be more than

old buttons, they concealed a part of them in an adjoining

potatoe field, and others they took into the village of Beaworth

;

but treating them as of no value, some they jerked into a pond,

and others they flung about the road. Haifa dozen villagers

who were, as usual upon a Sunday afternoon, congregated

in the street, were attracted by the circumstance, and

being more aware of the value of the pieces thus discovered,

hastened to the spot, and commenced a regular scramble for

the booty. As some of the parties obtained possession of

many more than others, the parents of the boys who first

discovered the treasure became dissatisfied, and appealed on the

following morning to Mr. Dunn of Alresford, the owner of the

land. This gentleman immediately sent a confidential person

to Beaworth, to claim from the parties the delivery of the coins

to him, which was readily complied with, though, it is

suspected, not to the full extent, and on the same evening

Mr. Dunn received upwards of six thousand coins.

' The coins were deposited in an oblong box thirteen

' Described in Num. Chion., 1867, p. 63.
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inches long, eleven inches deep, and nine inches broad ; but it

was so mutilated by the people, in their eagerness to get at

all its contents, that only one side and a part of the bottom

remained entire ; it had a small plain semi-circular iron handle,

without any ornament or trace of inscription ^' It is interest-

ing to note that according to the account of one of the

villagers the coins were packed in regular layers. They were

all pennies of William I, and all, with the exception of

a hundred or so, were of the PAXS type. Amongst those

recovered were one hundred and forty-seven Oxford pennies,

an unusually large number, classified by the writer \ above

mentioned, as follows :

—

2 BRIHTRED ON OXC

17 BRIHTRED ON OXN

14 BRIHTRED ON OXNE

31 BRIHTRIED ON OXSI

5 SIPETMAN ON 0X1

4 SPETMAN ON 0X1

2 SPETMAN ON OXN

56 SPETMAN ON OXNE

14 PVLFPI ON OXNEF

145

In addition there was one penny of the ' profile sceptre

'

type by HAR6OD, and one of the 'sword and quatrefoil

ornament' type by PVLFPI ; both of which would seem to

come before the PAXS type in point of time. Coming to the

reigns of Henry I and Stephen a very considerable find of their

coins was made in Nottingham. ' Unfortunately,' says the

writer ^, the men were ' ignorant of what they had found, and

thinking they were only the tops or capsules of bottles, or

pieces of tin thickly coated with oxide, commenced throwing

them at each other.' One of these pennies was of the rare

Matilda type, for which see p. 77.

* Description by Edward Hawkins, Esq., F.R.S., in Archaeologia,

Vol. XXVI.
^ Num. Chron.f 1 881, p. 37.
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To conclude with two other instances. The pennies of the

first type of Henry II 'were found in 1807 by the side of

a road which crossed a ploughed field at Tealby, near Rasen,

in the north of Lincolnshire ^.' After * the best specimens of

all the varieties of towns and mint masters ' had been taken

for the B. M. and private collections ' the rest, to the number

of 5127, were melted at the Tower ^,' a cruel fate from which

they might well have been spared. This was a very notable

discovery, adding no fewer than seventeen towns to the

previously known mints of this type. Oxford was one of

them, but it is not stated how many Oxford pennies occurred

in the hoard ; we are only told that the varieties were :

—

ADAM • ON • OXENE

ADAM • ON • OXENFO

ASC •
•

•
• ON • OXEN

R06IER • ON • OXENF

Of the short-cross pennies 6,217 were found at Eccles,

near Manchester, ' deposited in an earthen pot, with the

mouth uppermost ; but so fragile in its material that the

upper portion broke away with the least pressure of the

surrounding earth -.' Amongthese were thirteen Oxford coins

struck by Ailwine, Henri, lefrei, Miles, and Ricard. Quite

lately another very large hoard of these pennies was found at

Colchester, and two new moneyers, Asketil and Rodbert, were

brought to light.

It has been suggested that the presence of ^Ethelstan silver

pennies in Rome resulted from the customary payment of

Rom-feoh, a hearth-penny paid on St. Peter's mass-day, which

was probably used to support the English school in Rome.

The money, however, may have belonged to any one of the

numerous English travellers to Rome in those days, and it is

hardly necessary to fix definitely on a particular reason.

The rapid settlement of Norsemen on the western islands of

Scotland, the Isle of Man, and the coast of Ireland, explains

the appearance of yEthelstan Oxford pennies in the Isle of

^ Description by Taylor Combe, Esq., in Archaeologia, Vol. XVIII.
^ Nu»i. Chron., 1865, p. 219.
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Skye. These folk apparently differed little from other

Scandinavian people in their desire for a regular currency, but

in such early days they probably gratified their wishes by
force. The same applies to the yEthelstan and Eadmund
Oxford pennies found in Ireland. The case of the hoards in

Sweden and Gotland seems to be different. The great

number of yEthclraed pennies points, it is true, to plunder or

to the large bribes which were given to the Danes to with-

draw. But then the coins of Cnut, Harold I, Harthacnut, and

Edward the Confessor are equally numerous. They are

found mostly on the Baltic coasts of Sweden and in Gotland.

Wisby was a great trading centre, on account of its security,

in very early days, and the English pennies are found mixed

with continental and immense quantities of Cufic coins, thus

denoting a trade route to and from the East across Europe.

Without doubt the Scandinavian empire of Cnut gave

additional prosperity to trade, and there may have been policy

in the immense taxes levied on England, when her sound

currency was so much needed and used in these northern

districts. The Stockholm Collection also possesses a fair

number of pennies of William the Conqueror, showing the

continuity of trade relations between England and the Baltic,

which have in fact remained unbroken to the present day.

The reasons which can be offered to explain the finding of

hoards in England are altogether too various for discussion

here, but one feature must be noticed before I bring these

prolonged remarks to an end. No hoard of Oxford pennies,

belonging to the period included in this book, seems to have

been found in O.xford. Perhaps this may be due to the

fact that such a large part of the old city is covered by
permanent buildings. One or two pennies have been found at

Carfax and are now in the Ashmolean, and a quantity of

silver pennies belonging to a later period, the first three

Edwards, were once found in St. Clement's. No doubt a time

will come.

In conclusion, I have to remember the kindly interest of

the late Professor York Powell, who gave me letters of intro-

duction to the museum authorities at Stockholm, and urged me
to begin this task. I have to thank Professor Hans Hilde-
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brand for his permission to work there, and Dr. Bernhard

Salin for unceasing attention and the trouble of sending

a large number of photographs after me. I have to thank

Professor L. B. Stenerson of Kristiania and Direktor Hauberg
of Copenhagen for like attentions ; and also ProfessorA. Pasqui

of the Museo Nazionale Romano for sending me casts of the

Oxford pennies under his care, and Dr. Anderson for allowing

photographs to be taken of the two pennies in the National

Museum, Edinburgh. Mr. George Macdonald assisted me
greatly at Glasgow, and Sir John Evans has kindly sent me
casts and allowed me to describe the pennies in his collection,

and so have Mr. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton, Mr. Andrew, and

Mr. Lawrence. Then I am much indebted to Mr. H. A.

Grueber, Assistant Keeper of Coins and Medals in the British

Museum, for permission to follow the descriptions and arrange-

ment in his Catalogue of English Coins, for a large number of

casts, and for much attention. Lastly, I have to thank

the Controller of the Clarendon Press for the trouble he has

taken in producing this book.

CHARLES L. STAINER.

Oxford, December, 1904.
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tETHELSTAN

A.D. 925—A.D. 940 or 941.

B. M. Type V.

Obv. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See PL. I, 1-5.

Moneyers :—

•

1. INDELRI.

2. MAf)ELPALD.

3. R/ECENPARD.

4. SIDELAND.

I. Obv. + /EDELSTANREXTOTBRIT
Pellet in field.

Rev. 4- INDELRI M~0- OX -VRBI •

PL. I, I. B. M. ^^. Wt. 1-28

I. The descriptions and order of the Types, under which

these pennies are arranged, are mostly the same as in Vol. II

of the Catalogue of English Coins in the British Mtiscmn, by
H. A. Grueber, F.SA. Beyond a certain point no attempt is

made here to facsimile the legends. In the originals small

wedges are occasionally used instead of pellets, and the letters

N, M, and X especially are of various shapes. Frequently

owing to the poor condition of a coin it is difficult to say

whether pellets are used or not, but throughout the book, the

object of the author is to present the legend clearly so far as

he can read it, and only to describe those which he has

personally inspected or of which he has seen casts or

photographs. The weights arc in grammes.

B
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2. Obv. + /EOELSTANREXTOBRIT

Rev. + MAf)ELPALDMOOXVRBIS ,

PL. I, 2. Rome. Wt. i-6

3. Obv. +/EDELSTANREX -tot- BRI

Rev. -|-MAf)ELPALD-M0.OXVRB

Sir J. Evans.

4. Obv. + /tDELSTANREXTOBRIT

Rev. + R/ECENFARDMOOXVRBIS

Pl. I, 3. Edinburgh.

5. Obv. + /Ef)ELSTANREX

Rev. + IIGELANDMOOXVRB

Rome. Wt. 1-4

6. Obv. + /EDELSTANREX

Rev. + SIDELANDM-QOX • VRBIS-

Pl. 1,4. Rome. Wt. 1-4

7. Obv. + EDELITANRESAXORVM

Rev. + SICELANDMOOXVRBIS-

Pl. I, 5. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

2. Another penny at Rome also weighs i-6, and seems to

be from the same die. The obverse appears to have a cross

of four pellets in the field.

4. The reverse appears to have the letter ^ in the field,

but some of these coins show signs of having been struck on

older pieces. The photograph reduces the penny in size.

7. See Preface for the remarks of Sir J. Evans on the use

of the title SAXORVM, and the probability of this penny

having been struck at the beginning of yEthelstan's reign.

The coin is poorly executed, the ES on the obverse being

doubtful.
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B. M. Type VIII.

Obv. Bust r., crowned. Around, inscription between two

circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Small cross patt^e. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See PL. I, 6-9.

Moneyers :

—

1. EARDVLF.

2. VDELRIC.

^. VVYNELM.

1. Obv. + /EDELSTANRE^

Rev. + EARDVLFM~0 OXVR

Pl. I, 6. Rome. Wt. 177

2. Obv. + /EDELSTANREX-

Rev. + VDELRIC -MOOX • VRBIS-

Pl. I, 7. Rome. Wt. 1.7

3. Obv. -f /EBELSTANREX

Rev. + V£)ELRICM-OOX

Rome. Wt. 17

4. Obv. + /E€)ELSTANREX

Rev. + VVYNELM • M • O- ox -VRBIS

A pellet in the field opposite each end of cross.

PL. I, 8. Edinburgh.

1. Another at Rome weighs i'66.

2. Another at Rome weighs i-6o.

4. The photograph in the Plate reduces this penny in six.e

which is nearly the same as PL. I, 9.

B 2
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5. Obv. + /EDELSTANREX

Rev. + VVYNELM-M- OGX • VRBIS

A pellet in the field opposite each end of cross.

PL. I, 9. B. M. 78. Wt. 1-55

The names of yEthelstan's Oxford moneyers being rather

uncommon, it would seem possible to claim for Oxford some
of the nunierous pennies in his reign and the two following

ones which do not bear the- name of the mint-town. An
^thelstan penny by Sigeland at Rome, though without the

name of the town, is almost certainly an Oxford penny, and

in the later reigns the names of Othelric and Wynnelm also

occur. The author only includes, however, in the present book

those pennies which bear the initials of the name of the city.

For the Alfred pennies which have been attributed to Oxford,

see Preface.



EADMVND

EADMVND

A.D. 940 or 941—A.D. 946.

B. M. Type VI.

Obv. Bust r., crowned. Around, inscription between two

circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Small cross patt^e. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See Pl. II, 1-2.

Moneyer :

—

I. REINCRIM.

1. Obv. + EADMYNDRE^

Rev. + REINCRIMWONETAGX

Pl. II, I. Sir J. Evans.

2. Obv. + EADMVNDRE-1-

Rev. + REINCRIMMONETAO

PL. II, 2. B. M. 156.
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EADRED

A.D. 946—A. D. 955.

B. M. Type V.

Obv. Bust r., crowned. Around, inscription between two

circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See Pl. II, I.

Moneyer :

—

I. REINDRIM.

I. Obv. + EADREDREX

Rev. + REINDRIMM°NETA°

Pl. II, I. C. L. Stainer.

I. This penny is in poor condition and worn at the end of

the reverse legend, but it clearly belongs to Oxford. The
letter N on the reverse in both cases resembles the letter H.
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B. M. Type I.

Obv. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Moneyer's name, in two lines across field, with pellets

above and below, separated by three crosses.

Moneyer :

—

I. PYNNELM.

I. Obv. • e;\dredrexo + vrbiz

Infield -\'

Rev. .-. PYNfC-t- + + LMMb-.-

B. M. Wt. 1-5

I. A coin from the Montagu Collection lately acquired by

the British Museum. It was illustrated in the Montagu Sale

Catalogue, I have made some remarks upon it in the Preface.
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EADWIG

A. D. 955—A. D. 959.

None.

The absence of pennies in this and the two preceding reigns

is remarkable. It can hardly be attributed to any check in

the national progress, and no doubt the discovery of hoards

in the future will help to complete our series. It is, however,

not impossible that there may have been a cessation of the

working of the Oxford Mint during this period.
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EADGAR

King of Mercia A.D. 957 ; of all England a.d. 959 ; Died

A.D. 975.

B. M. Type III.

Obv. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See Pl. II, 1-2.

Moneyers :

—

1. /EOELPINE.

2. LEOFIICE.

1. Obv. + EADCARREXANCLORVM

Rev. + /EDELPINEMONETAOXNA

Pl. II, I. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

2. Obv. + EADCARREXANCLORV

Rev. + LEOFIIDEMONETAOXNA
Pl. II, 2. C. L. Stainer.

B. M. Type VI.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See PL. II, ^-s-

Moneyers :

—

1. /EDELFINE.

2. FVLFRED.
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1. Obv. + EADDARREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /EDELPINEM-ONOXNA •

PL. II, 3. Stockholm, ^^. Wt. 1.586

2. Obv. + EADDARREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /Ef)ELPlNEM"0OXNA '

Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

3. Obv. + EADCARREXANDLOOC

Rev. + PVLFREDM~OOXNA-

Pl. II, 4. Stockholm, 34. Wt. 1-678

4 Obv. + EADDARREXANCLOxX

Rev. + PVLFREDM'ONOXNA-

Pl. II, 5. Stockholm, 35. Wt. 1-547

1. Another in the possession of Sir J. Evans.

4. Others in the possession of the B. M., Copenhagen, and

Sir J. Evans.
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EADWEARD II

A.D. 975—A. D. 979.

B. M. Type I.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See Pl. II, 1-2.

Moneyer :

—

I. FVLFRED.

1. Obv. + EADFEARDREXANCIO

Rev. + PVLFREDMONG"XNA

Pl. II, I. Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

2, Obv. + EADFEARDREXANCIO

Rev. + FVLFREDMONO~XA

Pl. II, 2. Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

Others of this reign appear to exist, but I have not been

able to trace them. On the rev. the letter M is like H, These

coins, owing to the ending of the obverse legend and their

curious appearance, are not above suspicion. Compare with

B. M. Catalogue.
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^THELR^D II

Succ. A.D. 979; Dep. A.D. 1013 ; Rest A. D. 1014; Died

A.D. 1016.

B. M. Type I ; Hild. Type A.

Obv, Bust 1., diademed. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See PL. Ill, 1-4.

Moneyers :

—

1. ALFPOLD.

2. /Ef)ELM/ER.

3. /EBELRIC.

4. BRIHTPINE.

5. COLEMAN.

6. LEOFMAN.

I. Obv. + /EDEL • REDREXAND

Rev. + ALFPOL • DONOXNA

Stockholm, 3241. Wt. i'77o

I. With the exception of the three pennies of Eadgar all

the pennies in the National Collection at Stockholm belong

to this and the four succeeding reigns : they end with Type V
in the reign of Edward the Confessor. Having been found

in hoards they are mostly in very fine condition. The author

went over in 190a to describe and weigh them. The numbers

refer to Anglosachsiska Mynt i Sve^tska Konglica Myntkabi-

netict, Stockholm, 1881 : by Bror Emil Hildebrand. Owing
to the constant additions the numbers are useful only for

reference to that work. Hild. Type &c. at the head of this

and other pages refers to the arrangement of types in the

same book.
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2. Obv. + /EDELREDREXANDLO :

Rev. + ;^LFPOLDONOXNAF

Stockholm, 3242. Wt. 1-674

3. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLOxX

Rev. + /EDELM/ERM~OOXNA

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-677

4. Obv. + /EDELREDREXAN •

Rev. + /EOELRICONO+EN :

Stockholm, 3237. Wt. 1-720

5. Obv. + /EDELREDREXAN :

Rev. + /EDELRICONOXNA*

Stockholm, 3228. Wt. 1-683

6. Obv. + /EDELREDREXAN :

Rev. + /EDELRICONOXNA*

Stockholm, 3229. Wt. 1-707

7. Obv. + /EDELREDREXANDL

Rev. + /EDELRICONGXNA

Stockholm, 3230. Wt. 1-775

8. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCL •

Rev. + /EDELRICON : GXNA-

Pl. Ill, I. Stockholm, 3331. Wt. 1-696

9. Obv. + /EDELREDREXANCL

Rev. 4- /EDELRICONOXNA :

Stockholm, 3332. Wt. 1-758

10. Obv. 4- /EDELR/EDREXANDL •

Rev. 4- BRIHTPINEONOXNTf

PL. Ill, 2. Stockholm, 3243. Wt. 1-685

11. Obv. 4- /EDELR/EDREXANDL*

Rev. 4- COLEM • AnONOXN;^

Pl. Ill, 3. Stockholm, 3247. Wt. 1-737
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12. Obv. 4- /EDELR/EDREXANCL •

Rev. + LEGFMANONGXNA
Pl. Ill, 4. Stockholm, 3357. Wt. 1-687

13. Obv. + /EfiELR/EDREX;\NCL •

+ LEOFMAN + ONOXN^FO
Stockholm, 3258. Wt. 1-687

13. The author has left the pennies of this type in their

usual position. It should be noticed, however, that five of the

moneyers' names are to be found on the last type of this reign

(Type VIII), and the first current type of Cnut (Type VIII).

This seems to show that the issue was made for the most part

at the end of .^thelred's reign, but of course there might

have been another at the beginning.

B. M. Type II, var. a ; Hild. Type B i.

Obv. Bust r., diademed. Around, inscription between two

circles.

Rev. Hand of Providence, issuing from clouds, between A

and Ol). Around, inscription between two circles.

See Pl. Ill, 5.

Moneyer :

—

I. /Et)ELM/ER.

I. Obv. + /tf)ELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /EDELM/ERM~OOXNA

Pl. Ill, 5. Stockholm, 3317. Wt. 1-675

B. M. Type II, var. d ; Hild. Type B 3.

Obv. Bust r., diademed. In front of bust, sceptre, cross

pommee. Around, inscription between two circles.

Rev. Hand of Providence issuing from clouds, with lines

curved outwards, between A and (jJ.

See Pl. Ill, 6-8.
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Moneyers :—

•

1. /ELFPINE.

2. /Ef)ELM/ER.

3. DODINC.

1. Obv. + /E£)ELR/EDREXANCLO0<

Rev. + /ELFPINEM~0-OXAN

Pl. Ill, 6. Stockholm, 3210 add. Wt 1-272

2. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /EBELM/ERM-O-OXNA

PL. Ill, 7. Stockholm, 3218. Wt. 1-555

3. Obv. + /tDELR/EDREXANCLOxX

Rev. + CODINEIM-OOXAN

PL. Ill, 8. Stockholm, 3250. Wt. 1-293

B. M. Type III, var. a ; Hild. Type C.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed. In front of bust, sceptre, cross

pommee. Around, inscription between two circles.

Rev. Short cross, voided, frequently with pellet in centre :

in angles, CRV-I-. Around, inscription between two circles.

See Pl. Ill, 9-10 and Pl. IV, 11-12.

Moneyers :

—

1. /ELFPINE.

2. /EDELM/ER.

3. /EDELPINE.

4. EADPl.

5. CODINC.

6. PVLFPINE.
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1. Obv. + /Ef)ELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /ELFPlf^M'O'ONOXN

Stockholm, 3208. Wt. 1-596

2. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANDLCXX

Rev. + /ELFPINEM~0-0XNA

Stockholm, 3209. Wt. i-68o

3. Obv. -h /tDELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /ELFPINEM'O'OXNA

PL. Ill, 9. Stockholm, 3210. Wt. 1-580

4. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /ELFPINEM^O-OXNAF

Stockholm, 321 1. Wt. 1-683

5. Obv. + /tBELR/EDREXANCLOxX

Rev. + /EDELM/ERM-OONA

Stockholm, 3219. Wt. 1-640

6. Obv. + /EfiELREDREXA-NCLGT

Rev. + /EfiELM/ERM~OOX

Stockholm, 3220. Wt. 1-596

7. Obv. + /EDELR/tDREXANCLOOC

Rev. + /EeELM/ERM-OOXN

Stockholm, 3221. Wt. 1-595

8. Obv. 4- /EDELR/EDREXAM]L0\X

Rev. 4- /E£)ELM/ERM~00N0XN

Stockholm, 3222. Wt. 1-578

9. Obv. 4- /EDELR/tDREXANCLO\X

Rev. 4- /EDELM/tRM-OOXNA

Stockholm, 3223. Wt. 1-577

2. Also at Helsingfors. 9. Also B. M. 296.
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10. Obv. + /Ef)ELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /Ef)ELPlNEM'OONOXN

Copenhagen, Wt. i''/6^

11. Obv. + /Ef)ELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + /Ef)ELPlNEM-OOXNA

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-625

12. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANDLOxX

Rev. + /Ef)ELPlNEM-OOXNA

B. M. 297. Wt. 1-665

13. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANDLOxX

Rev. + /EDELPINEM"0 :0XNA

Stockholm, 3236. Wt. 1*590

14. Obv. 4- /E0ELR/EDREXANDLO\X

Rev. + EADPIM-OOXNA

Copenhagen. Wt. i-6io

15. Obv. + /edelr/edrexam:lo\x

Rev. + CODINEM'OOXN

Stockholm, 3251. Wt. 1-604

16. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLOxX

Rev. + CODINEM~OONOXN

Stockholm, 3252. Wt. 1-651

17. Obv. + /edelr/edrexan:lo\X

Rev. + CODINEM-OOXNA

Pl. IV, II. Stockholm, 3253. Wt. 1-622

18. Obv. + /E£)ELR/EDREXANCLO\X

Rev. + PVLFPlNEM-OO'NOXN

PL. IV, 12. Stockholm, 3261. Wt. 1-622

17. Also Copenhagen and B. M. 298.

18. Also at Helsingfors.

c
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19. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLCXX

Rev. + PVLFPINEM'OOXNA

Stockholm, 3262. Wt. 1-657

B. M. Type IV, var. a ; Hild. Type D.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed. Around, inscription divided by

bust : outer circle.

Rev. Long cross voided, frequently with pellet in centre
;

each limb terminating in three crescents. Around, inscription:

outer circle.

See PL. IV, 13-16.

Moneyers :
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3. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREX^NCLO

Rev. + /ELF PINE M'0:0 XNA

Stockholm, 3212. Wt. 1-663

4. Obv. + /EBELR/EDREXAMiLaX

Rev. + /ELF PINE M'O-O XN/^

Stockholm, 3214. Wt. 1-735

5. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLOX

Rev. + /EOE LM/E RM^O OXNA

Stockholm, 3224. Wt. 1-66K

6. Obv. 4- /EDELR/EDREXANDLOX

Rev. 4- /EDE LM/E RM°0 OXNA

Stockholm, 3225. Wt. 1-670

7. Obv. 4- /EOELR/EDREXANCLOX

Rev. 4- /EDE LM/ER MHO OXNA

Stockholm, 3226. Wt. 1-696

8. Obv. + '/edelr/edrexanclo

Rev. + -/EBE LPIN EMO'O NOXN

Stockholm, 3237. Wt. 1-670

9. Obv. + /EOELR/EDREXANCLOX

Rev. + /EDE LPlI^ M'OO NOXN

PL. IV, 14. Stockholm, 3238. Wt. 1-619

10. Obv. 4- /EDELR/edrexandlox

Rev. 4- /ED ELPI NEMa 0:OXN

Stockholm, 3239. Wt. 1-709

3. The O on obv. is partly cut off by bust. Another at

Stockholm, 3213, very fine, wt. i-68o: also at Copenhagen

and Helsingfors.

4. Also at Kristiania. 6. Also at Copenhagen.

8. Also at Copenhagen.

C 2
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11. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREX/^NDLOX

Rev. + /EDE LPir€ M'O'O XNA

Stockholm, 3240. Wt. i-68o

12. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLO

Rev. + DO DINC M^o-o XHX

Stockholm, 3254. Wt. 1-599

13. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREX;^NCLCD(

Rev. + CO DINE M'o-o XNA

C. L, Stainer. Wt. 1-675

14. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLOX

Rev. + DO DINC M^OO XNT^

PL. IV, 15. Stockholm, 3255. Wt. 1-690

15. Obv. + /Ef)ELR/EDREX;\NCLax

Rev. + CO DINC M'Q-O OXNA

Stockholm, 3256. Wt. 1-7 10

16. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLO

Rev. + PVL FPINE M^OO NOXN
Pl. IV, 16. Stockholm, 3263. Wt. 1-715

17. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLO

Rev. + PVL FPINE M'OO NOXN

Stockholm, 3264. Wt. i-6i2

18. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLO

Rev. + PVL FPINE M^OO NOXN
Copenhagen. Wt. 1-730

19. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANCLOX

Rev. + PVL FPlNE M^OO NOXN

Stockholm, 3265. Wt. 1-698

14. Also at Copenhagen.

15. The illustration is from a penny in the possession of

the author.
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20. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREXANDLOX

Rev. + PVL FPlNE MQ-0 OXNA
Stockholm, 3266. Wt. 1-697

B. M. Type VIII ; Hild. Type E.

Obv. Bust 1., in armour and radiate helmet. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Square with three pellets at each corner : over it.

bisecting the sides, long cross, voided, each limb terminating

in three crescents
;

pellet in centre. Around, inscription

:

outer circle.

See Pl. IV, 17-20.

Moneyers

:
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4. Obv. + /E£)ELR/EDREX;^NnL

Rev. + 7E0 ELRI. CM^O OXNA
Stockholm, 3233. Wt. 1-365

5. Obv. + /EOELR/EDREXANDL

Rev. + /ED ELRIE M'GO XNA

Stockholm, 3234. Wt. 1-472

6. Obv. + /edelr/edrexaw:lo

Rev. 4- /EO ELRIE M^OO XN;^

Stockholm, 3235. Wt. 1-440

7. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREX;\NCLG

Rev. + BRI HTPIN EM^O GXNA

Pl. IV, 17. Stockholm, 3244. Wt. 1-520

8. Obv. 4- /EBELR/EDREXTfNCL

Rev. 4- BYR HTPl NEM'O GXNA
Stockholm, 3245. Wt. 1-479

9. Obv. 4- /EDELR/EDREXANDLG

Rev. + BYR HTPN EM'G G4-N-

Stockholm, 3246. Wt. i'465

10. Obv. 4- /EOELR/EDREXANCL

Rev. 4- EGL EMA NM^G GXNA
Stockholm, 3248. Wt. 1-479

11. Obv. + /EDELR/EDREX;\NDL'

Rev. + COL EMAN M^OO XN^

Pl. IV, 18. Stockholm, 3249. Wt. 1-454

12. Obv. 4- /EfiELR/EDREX;\NnL-

Rev. 4- LEG FMAN MQG OXNA

Pl. IV, 19. Stockholm, 3259. Wt. 1-516

9. Also at Kristiania. 10. Also at Kristiania.

12. Also at Copenhagen and Helsingfors.
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13. Obv. + /EOELR/EDRE + z^NCL-

Rev. + LEO MAN M^OO XAN

Stockholm, 3260. Wt. 1-427

14. Obv. + /Ef)ELR/EDREXAMJL

Rev. + LEO FPIN EM^O OXN
PL. IV, 20. Bodleian Library.

15. Obv. + /EOELREDREXANDLO

Rev. + PVL FPINE M'OO NON
Copenhagen. Wt. 1735
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A.D. IO16—A.D. 1035.

B.M. Type II ; Hild. Type B.

Obv. Bust to 1. Around, inscription divided by bust : outer

circle.

Rev. Long cross voided, each limb terminating in three

crescents and dividing legend
;
pellet in centre : outer circle.

See PL. VI, 14.

Moneyers :

—

I. PVLFPINE.

I. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLO

Rev. + PV LFPl NEMO NOX

Pl. VI, 14. Stockholm, 3050. Wt. 1-239

Another interesting penny of the same type reads :

—

Obv. XZIHTRIC •cnvt[d/el]

Rev. XPVL FPlNE M^GO NOXN

Pl. VI, 15. Stockholm, 94. Wt. 1-425

I . The only Oxford penny of this type that the author has

seen or heard of. The second is no doubt a Dublin penny,

but is sufficiently interesting to be included in the series.

The obverse legend is rather blurred at the end, and on

the reverse the letter N is H as in some of the early pennies.

The weight is heavy.
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B. M. Type VIII; Hild. Type E.

Obv. Bust 1., crowned, within quatrefoil, with or without

pellet on each cusp. Around, inscription : outer circle.

Rev. On quatrefoil, with pellet at apex of each cusp, long

cross voided, each limb ending in three crescents and dividing

legend
;
pellet in centre. Around, inscription : outer circle.
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5. Obv. + CNVTREXANDL'ORVM

Rev. + /Ef)E LRIC ONO XSA:

Stockholm, 3006. Wt. 1-124

6. Obv. + CNVTR-EXANCLORVM

Rev. + /E£)E LRIC GNG XSEN

C. L. Stainer. Wt. i-iiS

7. Obv. + CNVTR-EX/^NCLORVM-

Rev. + /EDE LRIE" ONOX SEN^

Pl. V, I. Stockholm, 3007. Wt. 1-096

8. Obv. 4- CNVTREXACLORV.

Rev. + /EBE LRIC ONO XSN

Stockholm, 3008. Wt. 1-126

9. Obv. + CNVTREXANDL-ORVM

Rev. + /Ef)E LRIC- ONO XSN

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-150

10. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLORV

Rev. 4- /EDL RICO NOX SN/^

Bodleian Library.

11. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLORVM-.'

Rev. + '^L FPOL DON OXT^

Stockholm, 3009. Wt. 1-190

12. Obv. + CNVTR-EXANCrORVM :

Rev. + AL FPOL DON OXK
C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-109

13. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLORV

Rev. + AL FPOL DON OXN

Copenhagen. Wt. -929

7. Also at Copenhagen. 8. Also at Kristiania.

9. Also B. M. 478.
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14. Obv. + CNVTR'EXANCLORVM :

Rev. + AL: FPOL DON OXN
Pl. V, 2. Stockholm, 3010. Wt. 1-140

15. Obv. + CNVTRXANCLORV

Rev. + BR IHTP EN'O NOX
Stockholm, 3014. Wt. 1-102

16. Obv. + CNVTREXANCL-ORVM

Rev. [+ BRI HTP INEO NOX]
Stockholm, 3013. Wt. 1-141

17. Obv. + CNVTREX;^-NCLORVM

Rev. + BRI HTP- INEON OXE-

B. M. 479. Wt. 1-432

18. Obv. 4- TNVTREXACL-ORVM

Rev. + CO LEM ANO NOX
Copenhagen. Wt. 1-133

19. Obv. 4- ENVTREXANCLORV

Rev. 4- CO LEM TfNO NOX
Stockholm, 3016. Wt. 1-150

20. Obv. + CNVTREXANDLORVM
Rev. + CO LEM ANO NOX

Stockholm, 3017. Wt. 1-115

21. Obv. 4- C'NVTREXANCLORVM

Rev. + CO- L-EM- XHQH OXSE
Stockholm. Wt. 1-470

22. Obv. + CNVTREXT^NCLORV

Rev. + CO LEMA NONO XIN,:

Stockholm, 3018.

16. Rev. is much worn.

1 7. Pellet in each crescent on rev.

19. Also at Copenhagen.

21. Also at Copenhagen. The x on obv. is nearly +.

22. Too much broken to weijjh.
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22,. Obv. + CtSVTREXANCLORV

Rev. + £?{ DPIO NOX SEN

Stockholm, 3019. Wt. 1-148

24. Obv. + CNVTR-EXANDLORVM :

Rev. + E^- DPiO NOX SEN'

Stockholm, 3020. Wt. 1-281

25. Obv. + CNVTR-EX^'NCLORVMQ

Rev. + EAD PlON GXSE NN^

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-325

26. Obv. + CNVTREXANDORVM

Rev. + EA DPIO NXS EN^

Bodleian Library.

27. Obv. + CNVTREXANDLORV :

Rev. + DO DMA NON OXA
Pl. V, 3. Stockholm, 3024. Wt. i-o8o

28. Obv. + CNVTREXi^NDLORVM

Rev. + DO DMT^ NON OXA
Stockholm, 3025. Wt. 1-185

29. Obv. + CNVTREXANDLORV

Rev. + DO DMA NON OXS
Stockholm, 3026.

30. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLORVM

Rev. + DO DMA NON OXS[
]

Stockholm, 3027. Wt. 1-125

31. Obv. + CNVTREXANCL'ORVM:

Rev. + DOD PINE ONO XSE:

Stockholm, 3028. Wt. 1-174

23. Also at Kristiania. 24. Also at Copenhagen.

29. Bored through.
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32. Obv. + CNVTR-EXANCLGRVM :

Rev. + COD PINE ONO: XSEN
Stockholm, 3029. Wt. 1-470

2iZ. Obv. + CNVTR-EX/^NCLORVM :

Rev. + COD PINE GNO XSEN

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-460

34. Obv. + CNVTREX;^NCLOVM

Rev. + COD PINE ONO XIN
Stockholm, 3030. Wt. 1-130

35. Obv. + CNVTR-EXANCLORVM'.-

Rev. + LEG FPIN EGNG XIEN
Kristiani'a.

2i6. Obv. + CNVTR'EXANCLGRV :

Rev. + S/E PINE GXS ENTf

Stockhohii, 3044. Wt. 1-194

37. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLGRVM
Rev. + S/EP INEG NGX SENA

Stockholm, 3045. Wt. 1-360

Z^. Obv. + CNVTREX;^NCLOR'

Rev. + S/E PINE ONO XSN

Stockholm, 3046. Wt. -957

39. Obv. + CNVTREANCLORV
Rev. 4- S/E PlN£ ONO XSN

Stockholm, 3047. Wt. 1-097

40. Obv. 4- CNVTR'EXANCLORV

Rev. + I/E PINE ONO XSN
Kristiania.

32. The X on rev. is nearly +. ^^. Also at Kristiania.

34. Also at Copenhagen.

^6. Also at Copenhagen, Wt. 1-137.

39. Also at Copenhagen.
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41. Obv. + CNVTREX;^NCLORV

Rev. + S/EP INE ONO XSN

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-169

42. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLORV

Rev. 4- S/EP INE : ONO XSN

Stockholm. Wt 1-052

43. Obv. 4- CNVTREXAW]LORV

Rev. + SIB PIN EMf OXA
Stockholm, 3048. Wt. 1-142

44. Obv. 4- CNVTREXANCLORV

Rev. + SIB Pf^EO NOX SEN^

Stockholm, 3049. Wt. 1-409

45. Obv. + CNVTR-EXTfNCLORVM

Rev. + PVL- M/ER- ONO XSEN

B. M. 482. Wt. 1-372

46. Obv. + CNVTREXANnLORVM

Rev. + PVL M/ER: ONO
Stockholm, 3054.

47. Obv. + ENVTR-EXA'NCLORVM

Rev. + PVL M/ER ONOX
B. M. 483.

48. Obv. + CNVTR-EX;\NCLORVM-.-

Rev. 4- PVL FPlNE ONO XSEN

PL. V, 4. Kristiania.

49. Obv. 4- CNVTREXANDLORV :

Rev. 4- PV LPIO NOX SEN

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-131

43. Another at Stockholm, Wt. 1-115.

44. The X on rev. is nearly + ; another at Copenhagen,

48. Reading rather doubtful.

XSEN
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50. Obv. + CNVTREXANDLORV

Rev. + PV LPIO NOX SEN

Stockholm, 3055. Wt. 1-144

51. Obv. + CNVTREXANCLORV

Rev. 4- PV. LPIO NOX SEN:

Stockholm, 3056. Wt. 1-143

B. M. Type XIV; Hild. Type G.

Obv. Bust 1., wearing pointed helmet ; in front, sceptre.

Around, inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Short cross voided, limbs united at base by two

circles ; in centre, pellet ; in each angle, broken annulet

enclosing pellet. Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. V, 5-8.

Moneyers :

—

1. /EDELRIC. 5. EDPIC.

2. /ELFPINE. 6. GODPINE.

3. ALFPOLD. 7. LIFINC.

4. COLAMAN. 8. PVLFPINE.

1. Obv. 4- UNVT RECXA :

Rev. 4- /EDELRICONOCXE

Stockholm, 2999. Wt. 1-030

2. Obv. + CNVT: EXANCL

Rev. + /EDEL-RIE: ONOCXEN
Stockholm, 3000. Wt. i-]8i

3. Obv. 4- CNVTR EXANDL'

Rev. + /ELFPINEON0CXEN :

Stockholm, 3004. Wt. 1-134

1. Also at Copenhagen.

2. Also at Copenhagen reading OCX EN.

3. Also at Copenhagen.
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4. Obv. + CNVTR EXANDL-

Rev. + /ELFPINEEONOCX

Stockholm. Wt. 1-017

5 Obv.

Rev.

6. Obv.

Rev.

+ CNVT REEX^

+ ALFPOLDONGCXE
Stockholm, 301 1. Wt. i-oio

+ CNVT RE-XANC

+ T^LFPOLDONOCXE

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-122

7. Obv. + CNVT: REXAN :

Rev. + A'L-FP.OL'D :ONGCXEN

Pl. V, 6. Stockholm, 3012.

8. Obv. + 'CNVTR EXANCL

Rev. + COLAMANONOCXE :

Stockholm, 3015.

9. Obv. + CNVT: R'E'XAN :

Rev. + EDPIDC :ONGCXEN :

Pl. V, 7. Stockholm, 3022.

10. Obv. + CNVT: R'E'X/^N :

Rev. + EDPICONOEXEN-

Wt. 1-117

Wt. 1-175

Wt. 1-163

1

1

12,

Obv.
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13. Obv. + CNVTR EXANC:

Rev. + -GGDPlNEONGIIXE :

Copenhagen. Wt. i-i3i

14. Obv. + CNVT: RE-XANC :

Rev. + CODPINEONOCXEN

Stockholm, 3033. Wt. 1-142

15. Obv. + CNVTR ECXA :

Rev. + LIFINCONOCXE :•

Stockholm, 3037. Wt. 1-041

16. Obv. + CNVT: REX^NC

Rev. + LIFINCONOCXEN :

Stockholm. Wt. 1-076

17. Obv. + CNVT: R'EXT^ND

Rev. + LIFINCC : ONOCXENE

Stockholm, 3043. Wt. 1-140

18. Obv. + CNVTR- ECXA

Rev. + LIFINCONONXEN
Kristiania.

19. Obv. + CNVTR EEXA:

Rev. + L-IFINCONONXEN

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-037

20. Obv. + CNVT RECXA

Rev. + PVLFPINEONOCX*

Stockholm, 3051. Wt. i-ioo

21. Obv. + CNVT : R-EXAMi

Rev. + P.V.LFPINE :-ONOCXE :

Stockholm, 3052. Wt. i-ioi

14. Also at Copenhagen. 16. Also at Copenhagen.

] 7. Also at Copenhagen. 30. Also at Copenhagen.

21. The X on rev. is nearly +.

D
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B. M. Type XVI ; Hild. Type H.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed; in front, sceptre. Arouncf, in-

scription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided ; in centre, circle enclosing pellet.

Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. V, 9-12.

Moneyers :

—

1. /EDELRIC, 5. EDPID.

2. /ELFPINE. 6. DODPINE.

3. ALFPOLD. 7. LIFINC.

4. nOLAMAN. 8. PVLFPINE.

1. Obv. + [:N:{v] -T : RCX

Rev. + /EDEL'RICONOCX-

Stockholm, 300T. Wt. -863

2. Obv. + CNV TRECX

Rev. + /eoel- riconocxe-

Pl. V, 9. Stockholm, 3002. Wt. 1-102

3. Obv. + CNV TRECX

Rev. + /EDELRICONOX-

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-170

4. Obv. + CNVT -RECX

Rev. + /EDELRICONOX-

Stockholm. Wt. 1-145

5. Obv. + CNVT •REC-x;\

Rev. + /EL-FPINEONOCX

Stockholm, 3005. Wt. 1-167

6. Obv. + CNV 'TRE :

Rev. + ALFPOLDONOC-
Pl. V, 10. B. M. 485. Wt. 1-156

I , X on rev. nearly + . 2. Also at Copenhagen.

6. The sceptre sometimes divides legend in these pieces.
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7. Obv. + CNV TRECX

Rev. + ALFPOLDONOC-

Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

8. Obv. + CNV "TRE :

Rev. + COL'AMANONOCX

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-095

9. Obv. + CNV TRECX;^

Rev. + EDPICONONOCXE :

Stockholm, 3021. Wt. 1-124

10. Obv. + CN/ -TCX :

Rev. + EDPICONNOCXN :

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-092

11. Obv. + CNV TRECX;^

Rev. + CODPINEONOCX :

Stockholm, 3034. Wt. 1-129

12. Obv. + CNVT -R-ECX •.•

Rev. 4- DODPlNEONOCXE
PL. V, II. Stockholm, 3035. Wt. 1-115

13. Obv. + CN/ TRECC :

Rev. 4- LIFINCONOCX :

Stockholm, 3038. Wt. 1-103

14. Obv. 4- CNV 'TREX:

Rev. 4- LIFINCONOCX :

Copenhagen. Wt. i-i55

15. Obv. 4- CN ATRRX

Rev. 4- LIFINCONOCXC-.'

Stockholm. Wt. 1-047

9. Also at Copenhagen. 11. Also at Copenhagen.

14. The X on rev. is nearly 4-
; also B. M. 487.

D 2
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16. Obv. + CNVT : -RECX :

Rev. + LIFINCONOCXE •.•

Stockholm, 3039. Wt. i-iio

17. Obv. + CNV TRECX

Rev. + L-IFINCONOCXEN

Pl. V, 12, Stockholm, 3040. Wt. 1-178

18. Obv. + CNVT : RECX :

Rev. + LIIFINCONOCXEN

B. M. 489. Wt. 1.147

19. Obv. + CN AT[REX]

Rev. + LIFINCONOXAN :

Stockholm, 3041. Wt. 1-092

20. Obv. + CN ATRRX

Rev. + LIFINCONOXEN-

Stockholm, 304a. Wt. i-io;

21. Obv. + CNV -RECXAN

Rev. + PVLFPINEONOCX

Stockholm, 3053. Wt. 1-154

17. Also at Copenhagen. 19. Also at Kristiania.

20. Also B. M. 488. 21. Also at Copenhagen.

B. M. Type XVII ; Hild. Type I.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed ; sceptre in left hand. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Over short cross voided, quadrilateral ornament with

pellet at each angle and in centre. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See PL. VI, 13.

Moneyers :

—

1. EDPin.

2. DODPINE. ?
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I. Obv. + CNV TREX:

Rev. + EDPIDGNONOCXEN

PL. VI, 13. B. M. 490. Wt. i-oii

2. Stockholm 3036, Wt. -980. This might be a Harthacnut

penny. The obverse is a barbarous copy, unreadable ; the

reverse reads, CODPNEONN OCXENE :
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HAROLD I

A.D. 1035—A.D. 1040,

B. M. Type I ; Hild. Type A.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed. Around, inscription divided by

bust : outer circle.

Rev. Cross composed of four ovals, united at their bases

by two circles enclosing pellet. Around, inscription : outer

circle.

See PL. VI, 1-3.

Moneyers :

—

I. E

2. CODPINE.

3. LEOFPINE.

4. LIFNIC.

1. Obv. + -HA • • LDREX

Rev. + E NXANA
Stockholm. Wt. -801

2. Obv. + HARO GLDRE

Rev. + DODPINEONOCXE'.-

Stockholm, 805. Wt. i-i2o

3. Obv. + HARO LDREX

Rev. + DODPINEONOXCN

PL. VI, I. Stockholm, 806. Wt. 1-128

Moneyer No. 4 usually spells his name ' Lifinc'

I. Half of a penny only. 2. Also at Copenhagen.

3. The X on rev. seems to have been cut C and then turned

into an x nearly +

.
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4. Obv. + HAROL DRECX

Rev. + LEOFPINEONOCX

PL. VI, 3. Stockholm, 808. Wt. i-ii2

5. Obv. + HARO LDREX

Rev. + LIFNICONNCGXSE •.*

PL. VI, 3. Stockholm, 817. Wt. 1.162

4. Also at Copenhagen.

5. The E on rev. appears to be C, and there may be two

pellets only.

B. M. Type V, van c; Hild. Type B.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed, in armour ; in fronts shield and

sceptre. Around, inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Long cross voided, dividing legend, limbs united at

their bases by circle, enclosing pellet : in each angle,- fleur-de-

lis between two pellets.

See PL. VI, 4, 5 ; Pl. VII, 6.

Moneyers :

—



Obv.
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12. Obv. + HAR OLDREC

Rev. + CO DPI NEON : OCX

Stockholm, 807. Wt. 1-095

13. Obv. + HARO DREXA :

Rev. + LE OFP INE ONO
B. M. 86. Wt. I -168

14. Obv. + HAR: Of DRECX

Rev. + LEO PINE ONN 0C[X]

Stockholm, 809. Wt. 1-021

15. Obv. + HAR- OLDREC-

Rev. + LIF INC: ONO CX :

Stockholm, 810. Wt. 1-047

16. Obv. + HAR- OLDREC-

Rev. + LIF INCC ONO CXE

PL. VII, 6. Stockholm, 816. Wt. 1.134

17. Obv. + HARQ : LDREC

Rev. + LIF INCC ONO CXE

Stockholm, 815. Wt. 1*179

18. Obv. + HARO LDRECX

Rev. + LIF INC ONO CXE :

Stockholm, 811. Wt. i'i6o

19. Obv. + HAROL- 'DRECX.

Rev. 4- L-IF INC ONO XA-N

Stockholm, 812. Wt. 1-075

20. Obv. + HAR- OLDREC-

Rev. [ ]X ONO 3Jn IJ +
Stockholm, 813. Wt. 1-105

17. Stockholm 814 seems to be the same as this, though

the last two letters on the obv. are illegible. It weighs 1-150.
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B. M. Type V ; Hild. Tj^pe B, var. a.

Obv. The same as last type.

Rev. Trefoil of three pellets in each angle of cross : other-

wise the same as last type.

See PL. VII, 7.

Moneyer :

—

I. /ELPID.

I. Obv. + HAR-0- L-DR-EC:

Rev. + /EL PIO: ONN ONX
Pl. VII, 7. Stockholm, 797. Wt. i-i66

I. The pennies of these ' long cross voided ' types are

arranged here after Hildebrand, and not in the B. M. order.

Hild. Type B, var. b.

Obv. Bust to 1., draped and diademed. Around, inscription

divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. The same as B. M. Type V, var. c, and Hild. Type B
on page 39 above.

See PL. VII, 8.

Moneyer :

—

I. COLAMAN.

I. Obv. + HA-RO- LDREX

Rev. + COL AMA NON OCX

Stockholm, 799. Wt. i'i9o
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HARTHACNVT

A.D. 1040—A.D. 1042.

B. M. Type I, var. a ; Hild. Type A, a.

Obv. Bust r., diademed. Around, inscription divided by

bust : outer circle.

Rev. Cross composed of four ovals, united at their bases

by two circles enclosing pellet. Around, inscription ; outer

circle.

See PL. VII, 1-3.

Moneyers :

—

1. /EDELRIC.

2. /ECELPl.

3. DODPINE.

4. LAFDENSm.

1. Obv. + HARDA CNVTRE

Rev. + /EDELRICON :0CXE :

Pl. VII, I. Stockholm, 154. Wt. 1-132

2. Obv, + HARf)A CNVTRE

Rev. + /EDELPI :0N :0E + E :

Pl. VII, 2. Stockholm, 156. Wt. ia37

Moneyers' names. yEgelvvi may be either for yEgelwig or

yEgelvvine. For the fourth name see also Halfdenis in

Tpye IV of Edward the Confessor.
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3. Obv. + HARD CNVTRE

Rev. + DODPINEON : OEX:

PL. VII, 3. Stockholm, 160. Wt. 1-154

4. Obv. + HARD CNVTRE

Rev. + L'A'FDENSICONO + E-

Copenhagen. Wt. i'i04

3. The last x on rev. is nearly +. Stockholm 164 is half

of a penny, but the moneyer's name being absent and the

legend ending ' ncaxsa,' it seems hardly safe to assign it to

Oxford.

B. M. Type II ; Hild. Type B.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed ; in front, sceptre in left hand.

Around, inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Over short cross voided, quadrilateral ornament with

pellet at each angle and in centre. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See PL. VII, 4-7.

Moneyers:

—

1. /ECELRIC. 5. /ELPINE.

2. /ECELPlD. 6. EDVIC.

3. /EDELPINE. 7. CODPINE.

4. /EDLPI. 8. LIFINC.

1. Obv. + HARD CNVTR

Rev. + /ECELRIEGNNOXAN

PL. VII, 4. Stockholm, 155. Wt. 1-035

2. Obv. + HARD CNVTRE

Rev. + /EGELPICONNOCXEN

PL, VII, 5. C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-026
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3. Obv. + HARD AUNVR

Rev. + /EGLPIGONOCCENE

Copenhagen. Wt. i-o8o

4. Obv. + HARD CNVT :

Rev. + /EDELPINEONOXA :

B. M. 16. Wt. -989

5. Obv. + HARDA CNVTRE

Rev. + /EDLPINEONTOX-Ev

PL. VII, 6. Stockholm, 157. Wt. 1-187

6. Obv. + HARD ACNVRE

Rev. + /EDLPIONOCXANAFO
Kristiania.

7. Obv. + HARDA CNVTRE

Rev. + /ELPlNEONNOCXENE

Stockhohn, 158. Wt. 1-153

8. Obv. + HARD ACNVT

Rev. '+ EDVICONKOXANA
Stockholm, 159. Wt. 1-161

9. Obv. + HARDA CNVTRE-

Rev. + CODPINEONOCXENE

Pl. VII, 7. Stockholm, 161. Wt. 1-090

10. Obv. + HARDA CNVTRE

Rev. + CODPINEONNOCXENE :

Stockholm, 162. Wt. i-i6o

11. Obv. + HARD ACNVTR[e]

Rev. + CODPINEONCOXE :•

B. M. 19. Wt. -977

12. Obv. + HADA CNVTR

Rev. + LIFINCONNOCXEN :

Stockholm, 163. Wt. i-ii2

5. Also B. M. 17. 8. Also B. M. 18.
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EDWARD THE CONFESSOR

A.D. 1042—A.D. 1066.

B. M. Type I ; Hild. Type A.

Obv. Bust ]., with radiate crown. Around, inscription

divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See PL. VIII, 1-4.

Moneyers :-
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4. Obv. + EDPE : RDRRE

Rev. + /ELPINEEONOCXE

Stockholm, 622. Wt. i-ii8

5. Obv. + EDPER DREX^

Rev. + BRIHTPONNOCXEN
PL. VIII, 2. Stockholm, 623. Wt. 1-125

6. Obv. + EDPER : DREXA

Rev. + DODRICONONOCX :

Stockholm, 627. Wt. 1-127

7. Obv. + EDPER : DREXA

Rev. + CODDRICONONOX
Stockholm, 626. Wt. i'i6i

8. Obv. + EDPER DREX.

Rev. + DODPINEONOEXEN
PL. VIII, 3. Stockholm, 628. Wt. 1-151

9. Obv. + EDPER DREXA-.-

Rev. + H/ERDODONOCXE -

Stockholm, 631. Wt. 1-140

10. Obv. + EDPE DREXA

Rev. + H/ERCODONOCXE

PL. VIII, 4. P- W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

5. Another at Stockholm weighs 1-120. Another at

Copenhagen.

8. Another at Copenhagen.

B. M. Type II ; Hild. Type B.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed. Around, inscription divided by

bust : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided : pellet in centre. Around, inscrip-

tion : outer circle.

See PL. VIII, 5, 6.
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Moneyers :

—

1. /ELPIN.

2. DODPINE.

1. Obv. + EDPE RDRE

Rev. + /ELPINONOCX-

PL. VIII, 5. B. M. 1112. Wt. I -1 10

2. Obv. + EDPE RDREX

Rev. + CODPlI^ONOX-

PL. VIII, 6. Stockholm, 629. Wt 1-090

3. Obv. + EDPE RDRE

Rev. + DODPINEONOXA
Copenhagen. Wt. i-i88

1 . But for their weight these pennies might at first sight be

mistaken for half-pennies owing to their small size.

B. M. Type 11, var. b.

Obv. The same as the preceding type ; but in front of bust,

sceptre.

Rev. The same as preceding type.

Moneyer :

—

I. LEOFPINE.

I. Obv. + EDPE Re[-i:]

Rev. -f LEOFPINEOXE

B. M. 113. Wt. i-o8«

I. This penny is drawn on p. 420, Vol. II of the B. M.
Catalogue of English Coins. It is difficult to account for the
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appearance of this isolated piece. There are no others in the

B. M. Collection, nor at Stockholm, so that it can hardly

belong to a general issue. Perhaps the sceptre is an error on

the part of the die engraver, in which case the penny really

belongs to the preceding type.

B. M. Type III ; Hild. Type C.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed ; in front, sceptre. Around, inscrip-

tion divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Over short cross voided, quadrilateral ornament

w^ith three pellets at each angle and one in centre. Around,

inscription between two circles.

See PL. VIII, 7-9.

Moneyers :

—

1. /EDELPID.

2. BRIHTPOLD.

3. DODPINE.

4. H/ERDOD.

1. Obv. + EDPE- -RDREX-.'

Rev. + /EDELPICONONXE

PL. VIIL7. Stockholm, 616. Wt. 1-106

2. Obv. + -EDRE RDREX-

Rev. + /EDELPICONOEXENE

Stockholm, 618. Wt. i-ii6

3. Obv. + EDPER -DRE'X.

Rev. + BRIHTPOLDONOCX

PL. VIII, 8. Stockholm, 624. Wt. 1-157

4. Obv. + EDPE -RDREX-

Rev. + BRIHTPOLDONOCX.

Hunter Coll., Glasgow.
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5. Obv. + EDPER -DREX-:-

Rev. + DODPlNEiONOC'XE

Pl. VIII, 9. Stockholm, 630. Wt. 1-094

6. Obv. + EDPer: DREX"

Rev. + H/ERDOD-ONOCX-.*

Stockholm, 632. Wt. 1-075

7. Obv. + E[dPE: RDREX:]

Rev. + h/eredonnono[cx]

Stockholm, 633. Wt. 1-141

7. The reading of this penny is very doubtful.

B. M. Type IV ; Hild. Type D.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed ; in front, sceptre. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Long cross voided, each limb terminating in crescent

and dividing legend ; in centre, circle enclosing pellet, and in

angles PACX. Around, inscription: outer circle.

See PL. VIII, 10-12.

Moneyers

:
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Obv. + EDPARD ReCX *.•

Rev. +/ED ELP lONE OXA :

Stockholm, 614. Wt. 1-152

Obv. + EDPARD REUX •:

Rev. +/ELPI hEGN ONO: CXA

PL. VIII, II. Stockholm, 619. Wt. 1-155

Obv. + EDPE -RDREX

Rev. +/EL' PINE ONO XAN

Stockholm, 620. Wt. 1-096

Obv. + EDPARD -RECX :

Rev. +HA L-FD CNIS ONOX
B. M. Wt. I- 145

B. M. Type IV, var. a ; Hild. Type D, var. a.

Obv. As before.

Rev. Similar ; short cross voided, with no crescents at ends

of limbs. Around, inscription ; outer circle.

Moneyer :

—

I. BRIHPOLD.

I. Obv. + EDPER DREX :•

Rev. + BRIHPOLDONNGEXE

Pl. VIII, 13. B. M. 1 1 14. Wt. 1-151

1. The moneyer is no doubt Brihtwold. The third letter

on the obverse is nearly D.

B. M. Type V ; Hild. Type E.

Obv. Bust 1., diademed ; in front, sceptre (pommee).

Around, inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

E 2
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Rev. Short cross voided, the limbs gradually expanding

and united at base by two circles. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See PL. IX, I.

Moneyers :

—

1. /ELPl.

2. B

3. EIELPINE.

1. Obv. + EDPE :• -RDREX.

Rev. + /EL-PIONOXENEFOR

P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

2. Obv. DPE :

Rev. + B ONOXE •/

Stockholm, 625.

3. Obv. + EDPE : 'RDREX :

Rev. + EIELPINEONOXENE-

B. M. 1 1 15. Wt. 1-541

2. Half only : the moneyer may be Brihtwold or Brihtred,

probably the former. This is the last of the Oxford pennies

in the National Collection at Stockholm. The author

possesses one by Brihtwold and two by Swetman, which he

has not included here as they seem to be forgeries : he has

also seen others of a similar character.

B. M. Type VII ; Hild. Type F.

Obv. Bust r., bearded, wearing pointed helmet and holding

in r. hand sceptre, which ends in cross, fleur-de-lis or three

pellets. Around, inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided, each limb terminating in three

crescents ; in centre annulet. Around, inscription between

two circles.

See PL. IX, ]5-i<S.
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Moneyers :

—

1. /EGELPl.

2. /ELPID.

3. /ELFPlC.

4. /ELFPII

5. /ELPll.

6. ELPINE.

1. Obv. + EDPAR- DREI

Rev. + /ESEL-P.IOM-XENEFOI

PL. IX, 15. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

2. Obv. + EDPER : DREX

Rev. + /ELPIDONOCEXENAF

PL. IX, 17. B. M. 1117. Wt. 1.313

3. Obv. + EDPER- DREX

Rev. + /ELFPlCDONOC-XEf^

PL. IX, 18. B. M. 1116. Wt. 1-379

4. Obv. + EDPA- ' -RDR

Rev. + /EL'FPIIONOXENEFO

Copenhagen. Wt. 1-358

5. Obv. + EDPAR DREI

Rev. + /ELPIIONOCXENEFO

PL. IX, 16. B. M. iij8. Wt. 1-301

6. Obv. + EDPER' DREI*

Rev. + ELPINEEONOCXEN
Sir J. Evans.

B. M. Type IX.

Obv. King seated towards r. on throne, generally bearded,

wearing crown surmounted by three balls ; he holds in r. hand
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long sceptre, and in 1. orb surmounted by cross. Around,

inscription : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided ; annulet or pellet frequently

in centre ; in each angle a martlet. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See Pl. IX, 19-25.

Moneyers :

—

1. /EDELPINE. 5. ELPlNE.

2. /ELFPIC. 6. DODPINE.

3. BRIHTPOLD. 7. H/ER60D.

4. EADPINE. 8. SETMAN.

1. Obv. EADPARDREXANSLO

Rev. + /EGLPIMEOMMOXNE :

Bodleian Library.

2. Obv. EADPARDREXANSLOV

Rev. + /e©[el]Pinomhoxnef

Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

3. Obv. eadPeardrexanSO

Rev. +/ELFPIGONOX :

PL. IX, 19. B. M. 1 1 19. Wt. 1.333

4. Obv. EADPARDREXAN6L0

Rev. +BRIHTPOLDONOX :

Pl. IX, 23. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

5. Obv. EADPARDREXA-N6L0V

Rev. +EADPmEOMMOXl/lE :

PL. IX, 21. B. M. 1120. Wt. 1-385

6. Obv. EADPARDREXAMSLO

Rev. +ELP1HEOMMOXI/IE •.•

Pl. IX, 20. B. M. 1121. Wt. 1-327
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7. Obv. EADPARDREXAN60

Rev. +DODPINEONOXNF

PL. IX, 23. C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-349

8. Obv. EADPARDREXANSL*

Rev. +H/ER(oODONOXNEF :

PL. IX, 24. B. M. 1122. Wt. 1-383

9. Obv. EADARDREXANSLOV

Rev. +SETMANONOXEN •:

Pl. IX, 25. B.M.I 1 23. Wt. 1-390

9. The moneyer's name is probably Swetman.

B. M. Type XL
Obv. Bust r., bearded ; wearing crown of two arches,

surmounted by three balls ; in front, sceptre. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided, each limb terminating in incurved

segment of a circle ; in centre, pellet. Around, inscription

:

outer circle.

See Pl. X, 26-29.

Moneyers :

—

I.
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2. Obv. + EADPAR RDRE

Rev. + /ELFPIGgMMoxM'E :

B. M. 1125. Wt. 1-329

3. Obv. + EADPARD RDRE

Rev. + /ELFPl :0N0XEI^XF0

PL. X, 26. B.M.I 1 26. Wt. 1-296

4. Obv. + EADPAR RDRE

Rev. + /ELPI : ON0XE^€X•

B. M. 1127. Wt. 1-313

5. Obv. + EADPARD RDRE

Rev. + BRIHTRED OMO + :

Sir J. Evans.

6. Obv. + EADPARD RDRE

Rev. + BRIHTREDONOXENE

PL, X, 28. B. M. 1128. Wt. 1-238

7. Obv. + EADPARD RDRE

Rev. + BRIHTREDONOXENEX

C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-251

8. Obv. + EADPAR* RDRE

Rev. + HARECODONOXENEX

B. M, 1129. Wt. 1-352

9. Obv. + EADPAR • RDRE

Rev. + HARECODONOXENEX

PL. X, 29. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

3. The photograph is from a penny in the possession of the

author.

9. This is from a different die, with A on the rev. instead

of A and the incurved segments cut straight. On all of these

pennies it is usually hard to decide whether it is A or A, O or O-
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B. M. Type XIII.

Obv. Bust facing, bearded ; wearing arched crown. Around,

inscription between two circles.

Rev. Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See Pl. X, 30-33.
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Rev. Short cross voided ; annulet or pellet in centre ; i.i

each angle pyramid springing from inner circle and terminat-

ing in pellet. Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. X, 34-35-

Moneyers :

—

1. /ELFPI.

2. BRIHTPOLD.

3. PVLFPl.

1. Obv. EADPARDREX

Rev. + /ELFPIONOXENEFOI

C. L. Stainer.

2. Obv. EADPARDREX

Rev. + BRIHTPOLDONOX :

PL. X, 34. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

3. Obv. EADPARDREX

Rev. + PVLFPIONOXENEFO

Pl. X, 2,5' C. L. Stainer.
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HAROLD II

A. D. 1066.

B. M. Type I.

Obv. Head to 1., wearing arched crown from which depend

two fillets ; in front, sceptre pommee. Around, inscription :

outer circle.

Rev. Across field and between two lines P^X. Around,

inscription between two circles.

See Pl, X, i, 3.

Moneyers :

—

1. /ELFPl.

2. BRIHTPOLD.

1. Obv. + HAROLDREXAN©

Rev. + /ELFPIONOXENEFO

PL. X, I. B. M. 77. Wt. 1.353

2. Obv. + HAROLDREXAN

Rev. + /ELFPIONOXENFO

Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

3. Obv. + HAROLDREXA©
Rev. + BRIHTPOLDONOXEI

PL. X, 3. B. M. 78. Wt. I.273
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WILLIAM I

A. D. 1066—A. D. 1087.

Type I ; Hawkins 233.

Obv. Bust 1., wearing crown ; in front, sceptre. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Cross, each limb ending in three loops, pierced by
annulet enclosing pellet. Around, inscription between two

circles.

See PL. XI, I.

Moneyer :

—

I. HERE60D.

I. Obv. + PILLEMVSREXI

Rev. + HERE6ODONOXEN
Pl. XI, I. Sir J. Evans.

Known as the ' Harold ' type. The cross on rev. is called

flory by some. The British Museum Catalogue concludes

with the reign of Harold II, so for convenience reference

is now made to the Type numbers in The Silver Coins of
England, by Edward Hawkins.

Type II ; Hawkins 334.

Obv. Bust facing, wearing wide crown. Around, inscrip-

tion divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided, pierced by annulet enclosing pellet,

each limb ending in pellet and two crescents
;
pyramid, ending

in pellet, springing from each angle in centre. Around,

inscription between two circles.

See PL. XI, 2-5.
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Moneyers :

—

1. BRIHTRED.

2. ELFPI.

3. SODPINE.

4. HERESOD.

5. PVLFPI.

1. Obv. + PILLEMVREX

Rev. + BRIHTREDONOXCI

PL. XI, 3. C. L. Stainer. Wt. i-23i

2. Obv. + PILLEMVREX

Rev. + ELFPIONOXEFORD
PL. XI, 4. B. M. Wt. 1-290

3. Obv. + PILLEMVSREX

Rev. + ELFPIONOXEFORD :

C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-318

4. Obv. + PILLEMVSREXA

Rev. + (oODpiNEONOXENEF
Pl. XI, 4. Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

5. Obv. + PILLEMVSREXN

Rev. + PVLFPIOIIOXEII

PL. XI, 5. B. M. Wt. 1-317

Known as the ' Bonnet' type. Mr. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton's

list in Spink's Numismatic Circular gives Heregod as a moneyer

of this type, HERESOD ON OXENE. There is an interesting

article by the same author ' On the coins of William I and II,

and the sequence of the types ' in the Numis7natic Chronicle,

Fourth series, No. 7, from which the descriptive names of each

type will be given in these notes.
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Type III ; Hawkins 236.

Obv. Bust facing, wearing crown, within a portal. Around

inscription, divided by portal and bust : outer circle.

Rev. Cross, with limbs curving inwards from head to head

and ending in a trefoil of three loops, largely pierced ; annulet

in centre. Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. XI, 6-7.

Moneyers

:
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Type IV ; Hawkins 337.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, between two sceptres. Around,

inscription between two circles.

Rev. Cross flory, pierced by annulet, from each angle

of which springs a sceptre bottonnee, forming another cross.

Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. XI, 8-1 1.

Moneyers :

—

1. /ELFPI.

2. ©ODPINE.

3. HAR©OD.

4. PVLFPI.

1. Obv. + PILLEMREXAN6L0

Rev. + /ELFPIONOXENIIE

PL. XI, 8. Hunter Coll., Glasgow,

2. Obv. + PILLEMREXANGLO

Rev. + ©ODPINEONOXENI
PL. XI, 9. B. M. Wt. 1-257

3. Obv. + PILLEMREXAN6L0I

Rev. + HAR60D0N0XENEF
PL. XI, 10. B. M. Wt. 1-262

4. Obv. + PILLEMREXANSLO
Rev. + PVLFPIONOXENIIF

PL. XI, II. B. M. Wt. 1-316

Known as the ' 2 sceptres ' type.

Type V; Hawkins 238.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, between two stars. Around,

inscription between two circles.
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Rev. Cross bottonn^e, pierced by annulet ; in the angles

are the heads of a second cross, the limbs curving inwards

from head to head and ending in pellet.

See PL. XI, 12.

Moneyer :

—

I. eoDpiNE.

I. Obv. + PILLEMREXANI

Rev. + ©ODPINEONOXSNE
PL. XI, 12. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

Known as the 'first 2 stars' type. The second cross

on rev. is often called a quadrilateral ornament and has

appeared on previous types: ancient stone crosses occur in

this form however. The cross here is merely turned round

so that the heads rest in the four spaces left by the first

one.

Type VI ; Hawkins 239.

Obv. Bust r., crowned, holding sceptre in front. Around,

inscription between two circles divided by bust.

Rev. Cross pattee, pierced by annulet ; in each angle,

hanging from inner circle, a trefoil of three loops. Around,

inscription between two circles.

See PL. XII, 1-2.

Moneyers :

—

1. BRIHTRED.

2. HARSOD.

3. PVLFPI.

I. Obv. + piLLELh/REXI

Rev. + BRIHTREDONOXSE

Bodleian Library.
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2. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + HAR©ODONOXSN
PL. XII, 13. B. M. Wt. 1-319

3. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + HARE60N0XSNEF-
B. M. Wt. 1-265

4. Obv. + PILLELMREXI

Rev. + PVLFPIONOXSNEF
PL. XII, 14. Hunter Coll., Glasgow.

5. Obv. + PILLELMRE[X]

Rev. + PVLFPIONOXSE

Ashmolean, Oxford.

Known as the ' Profile Sceptre ' type.

Type VII ; Hawkins 241.

Obv. Bust half-right, crowned, holding sceptre on r. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross pattee ; in each angle large annulet containing

a letter of PAXS. Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. XII, 15-16.

Moneyers :

—

1. BRIHTRED.

2. SPETMAN.

3- PVLFPI.

1. Obv. + PILLELM^IEX

Rev. + BRIHTREDONOXN
B. M. Wt. 1-403

2. Obv. 4- PILLELM^IEX

Rev. 4- BRIHTREDGNOXNE

B. M. Wt. 1-380
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3. Obv. + PILLELM^IEX

Rev. + BRIHTRIEDONOXSI

B. M. Wt 1-365

4. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + brihtre[d]0N0C-

B. M. Wt. 1-408

5. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + SPETMANONOXN
B. M. Wt. 1 -340

6. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + SPETMANONOXNE
PL. XII, 15. B. M. Wt. 1-348

7. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + SPETMANONOXI
B. M. Wt. 1-360

8. Obv. + piLLELM^REX

Rev. + SPPETMANONOXI
B. M. Wt. 1-385

9. Obv. + PILLELM^REX

Rev. + PVLFPIONOXNEF
PL. XII, 16. B. M. Wt. 1-381

Known as the *Paxs' type. Mr. Carlyon-Britton's list

gives Lifwine as a moneyer, LIFPINE ON OXEI.

Type VIII ; Hawkins 243.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, holding sword to 1. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross pattee ; in the angles are the heads of a

second cross, the limbs curving inwards from head to head
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and ending in trefoils of three loops. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See PL. XII, 17-18.

Moneyers :

—

1. BRIHTRED.

2. PVLFPI.

1. Obv. + PILLELMREX[A]

Rev. + BRIHTREDONOXNI

PL. XII, 17. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

2. Obv. + PILLELMREXA

Rev. + PVLFPIGNOXSNEF
PL. XII, 18. B. M. Wt. 1-390

Called the ' Sword and quadrilateral ornament ' type. The
* ornament ' on the reverse, as it is sometimes called, is really

a cross which has appeared already on the third type of this

reign. This type is placed sixth in order by Mr. P. W. P.

Carlyon-Britton.

F 3
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WILLIAM II

A. D. 1087— A. D. 1100.

Type I ; Hawkins 244.

Obv. Bust r., crowned, holding sword in front. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross pattee, pierced by annulet, from each angle of

which springs a sceptre flory, forming another cross. Around,

inscription between two circles.

See PL. XII, I.

Moneyer :

—

I. PVLFPI.

I. Obv. + PILLELNREXI

Rev. + PVLFPIONO + NE

PL. XII, I. Sir J. Evans. Wt. 1-41

«

Known as the ' Profile Sword ' type. Mr. Carlyon-Britton's

list gives Brunstan as a moneyer, BRVNSTAN ON OXN.

Type II ; Hawkins 246.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, holding sword on 1. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross pattee, pierced by annulet, within quatrefoil,

each cusp of which ends in a pellet. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See PL. XII, 2.
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Moneyer :

—

I. PVLFPI.

I. Obv. + PILLELMREX

Rev. + PVLFPIONOXNE
B. M. Wt. 1.361

Known as the ' Sword, Cross, and pellets ' type. Sotheby

Sale Catalogue, 1898, of the Allen Collection, gives BRIHTRIC

ON OXE and PVLFPI ON OXENE as belonging to this type.

Mr. Carlyon-Britton's list BRIHTRIED ON OXEN, BRVN-

RIED ON OXEI, PVLMIER ON OXEI.

Type III; Hawkins 247; called the 'Sword and Cross

Flory ' type.

Type IV ; Hawkins 248 ; called the ' Sceptre and Star

'

type.

No Oxford pennies of these two types seem to have come
to light so far.

Type V ; Hawkins 248.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, between two stars. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Short cross voided, each limb ending in a crescent,

pierced by annulet, from each angle of which springs a sceptre

ending in annulet forming another cross.

See PL. XII, 3-5.

Moneyers :

—

1. /E6LPINE.

2. 60DPIN.

^. SPETMAN.
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1. Obv. + PILLELM?EI

Rev. + IE6LPINE0N0XI

PL. XII, 3. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

2. Obv. + PILLELNREI

Rev. + ©ODPINONOXNI
Pl. XII, 4. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

3. Obv. + PILLEL-M[
]

No stars in field.

Rev. + SPETMANONOXI
Pl. XII, 5. B. M. Wt. 1-392

Known as the ' second 2 stars ' type.
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HENRY I

A. D. IIOO^A. D. 1
1 35.

Type I ; Hawkins 251.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, between two annulets. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross flory, pierced, within quatrefoil, each cusp of

which ends in three pellets. Around, inscription between two

circles, the inner one cutting off a large part of the heads

of the quatrefoil.

See PL. XIII, I.

Moneyer :

—

I. /ESLNOfi.

I. Obv. + HNRICVSRE

Rev. + IE6LN0f)0N0XNE

PL. XIII, I. B. M. Wt. 1-266

The Type number will now follow the arrangement in

A Numismatic History of the reign of Henry /, by W. J,

Andrew, of Cadster, Whaley Bridge. The Hawkins number

will also be given. The Oxford pennies of this reign are

very scarce. Those of Type XIV, Hawkins 262, have come

to light quite recently, so that other types (there are fifteen)

may yet appear from time to time.

Type XIV ; Hawkins 262.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, with sceptre on left and star on

right ; three pellets on each side of the face beneath crown.

Around, inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross of pellets, star in centre, within pointed quatre-
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foil ; on each head of which are three annulets, a fleur-de-lis

springing from inner circle in each angle. Around, inscrip-

tion between two circles.

See PL. XIII, 2-3.

Moneyers :

—

1. AILNOT.

2. SAVVI.

I. Obv. -h hE[NRIi:v]SR :

Rev. + [AILJnOT : ON : OXIN :

B. M.

2. Obv. + riENRICVSR:

Rev. + ••••:• N : OXINEFO

PL. XIII, 2. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

3. Obv. + [[iENR]ICVSR :

Rev. 4- SAWI : ON : OXENNE
PL. XIII, 3. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

4. Obv. + [fTE]NRICVSR[:]

Rev. + SAVV[l : ON : OXEJnFOR:

C. L. Stainer.

Type XV ; Hawkins 255.

Obv. Bust half-left, crowned, holding sceptre on 1. Around,

inscription between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross flory ; in each angle the heads of a second

cross flory, the limbs curving inwards from head to head.

Pellet in each piercing at centre. Around, inscription between

two circles.

See PL. XIII, 4-5.
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Moneyers :

—

1. RAVLF, RAPVLF.

2. SA6RIM.

1. Obv. + flENRICVS

Rev. + RAVLF : ON : OXEN
B. M. Wt. 1.288

2. Obv. + laENRICVS :

Rev. + RApVLF :0N :OXENN
PL. XIII, 4. B. M.

3. Obv. + flENRICVS :

Rev. + SASRIM : O- : • •
•

PL. XIII, 5. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

4. Obv. + liENRIIIVS :

Rev. +. SA(o[R|]M : ON : OXE

L. A. Lawrence.

I. This reading is doubtful.

3, 4. These pennies are badly struck and difficult to read.

By the kindness of the owners I was able to obtain casts of

both of them.
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STEPHEN

A.D. II35—A.D. I154.

Hawkins 268.

Obv. Bust facing, wearing crown, sceptre on left. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Short cross voided, each limb ending in pellet ; in

angles, fleurs-de-lis springing from inner circle. Around,

inscription between two circles.

See PL. XIII, I.

Moneyer :

—

I. [PALTER].

I. Obv. + STIEFNE

Rev. -I- PAL[TER0]N0XCE
PL. XIII, I. B. M.

Very uncertain, but the description of the type and the

photograph may prove useful hereafter.

Hawkins 269.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, sceptre on left. Around,

inscription divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Cross pattee voided, each limb ending in three

pellets ; mullet pierced in each angle. Around, inscription

between two circles.

Moneyer :

—

I. [©iriAN].
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I. Obv. + STIEFNE

Rev. + ©lliAN : ON[OXE]n

Kindly communicated by Mr. W. J. Andrew, who describes

it as a ' not very certain attribution,' and was unable to state

where the penny was.

Hawkins 270.

Obv. Bust r,, crowned, in front sceptre. Around, inscrip-

tion between two circles, divided by bust.

Rev. Cross moline, the heads meeting on either side

and becoming flory inwards. Around, inscription between

two circles.

See PL. XIII, 2-3.

Moneyers :

—

1. ©AllAN.

2. RA • • •.

3. SPETINCo.

4. OD.

5. • • ELI©.

1. Obv. + STIEFNERE

Rev. + ©AhAN : ON : OXEN

2. Obv. + STIFNEREX

Rev. + ©AhAN : ON : OXEN
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5. Obv. + STIEFNE

Rev. + SPETIN© : ON :OXE

6. Obv. + STIEFNER :

Rev. + SPETI© :0N : OXE

7. Obv. + STIEFNE

Rev. + SPETI© : ON : OXE

8. Obv. + [stJiefne

Rev. + • • • OD : ON: O •• •

PL. XIII, 3. P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton.

9. Rev. + • • ELI60N OXE
Montagu Collection.

Another penny In the Montagu Sale Catalogue is described

2LS,0bv. STIEFN. Rev. + SPETIN[c] ON OX. Another

in the B. M. Collection seems to be the same as No. 6, and is

illustrated, PL. XIII, 2. The name of the moneyer of No. 3

may be Raulf, that of No. 8 possibly Hargod, Halegod or even

Ailnoth. If No. 9 is correctly described in the Catalogue, his

name might be Snelig, otherwise Sneling, a local name.

Nos. I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 were kindly communicated to me by

Mr. W. J. Andrew, who was unable to say, however, where the

pennies were.
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MATILDA

A.D. II41—A.D. II42.

Type, the same as Stephen, Hawkins 270.

See PL. XIII, I.

Moneyer :

—

I. SVET[lN(o].

I. Obv. + • • TILDI : IM • •

Rev. + SVET • lON : OX :

PL. XIII, I. B. M. Wt. 1-057
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HENRY II

A. D. 1
1 54—A. D. 1180.

Hawkins 285.

Obv. Bust facing, crowned, sceptre on left. Around, inscrip-

tion divided by bust : outer circle.

Rev. Cross pattee, with small cross pattee in each angle.

Around, inscription between two circles.

See PL. XIII, 1-2.

Moneyers :

—

I. AD^M.

2. '^SL • • • •.

3. ROSIER.

1. Obv. + tlENRIREXAN6L.

Rev. + ADAM : ON : OXENE
B. M. Wt. 1.460

2. Obv. + flENRIREXANSL

Rev. + ADAM :0N : OXENFO
PL. XIII, I. B. M. Wt. 1-240

3. Obv. + riENRIREXANSL

Rev. + ASC • • • ON : OXEN
PL. XIII, 2. B. M. Wt. 1-440

4. Obv. + fiENRIREXANSL

Rev. 4- ROSIER : ON : OXENF
B. M. Wt. 1-274

3. The moneycr's name is probably Ascetil. These pen-

nies were current from A. D. 1154-1180. Sometimes called

the ' Tealby ' typa.
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HENRY II-III

A. D. Il8c—A. D. 1248.

Short-Cross Pennies, Class I.

Obv. Head facing, crowned, with two curls on left and five

on right. Around, inscription, between two circles, divided by
hand holding sceptre on left-

Rev. Short cross voided, each limb ending in two pellets
;

cross of four pellets in each angle. Around, inscription

between two circles.

See PL. XIV, 1-6.

Moneyers :

—

1. ASf?G(TIL.

2. IGCFRai.

3. ovvaiN.

4. RiaARD.

5. RODBGCRT.

6. s;\©^R.

1. Obv. hecNRiavsR ecx

Rev. +^Sl?aTIL-ON-OXe(N

PL. XIV, I. B. M. Wt. 1.430

2. Obv. laaNRiavs-R ecx

Rev. +iaFRaiONOXG(Na
PL. XIV, 2. B. M. Wt. 1.404

3. Obv. liGCNRiavSR GCX-

Rev. +OWaiNONOXaN
PL. XIV, 3. B. M. Wt. 1-477

4. Obv. riaNRiavsR ecx

Rev. +RiaARDONOXa
B. M. Wt. 1-395
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5. Obv. haNRiavsR ax
Rev. +RiaARDONOXaN

PL. XIV, 4. B. M. Wt. 1-467

6. Obv. hGCNRiavSR QX
Rev. +RODBaRT ONOXaN

PL. XIV, 5. B. M. Wt. 1-385

7. Obv. fiaNRiavsR ax
Rev. +SA6AR-0N0XaNec

PL. XIV, 6. C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-505

The date assigned to this class is A. D. 1180-1189.

Short- Cross Pennies, Class II.

None. The type is similar to the previous one, but of

poorer workmanship. The date assigned is A. D. 11 89-1 208.

Short-Cross Pennies, Class III.

Obv. As before, but only two curls on each side of face

which enclose pellets.

Rev. As before.

See PL. XIV, 7-9.

Moneyers :

—

1. AILWINa.

2. liaNRI.

3. MILaS.

I. Obv. riGCNRiaVS RQX

Rev. +AiLWlNaONoa
Sir J. Evans.
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2. Obv. fxaNRiavsR ax
Rev. +SILVVINa-ON-Oa

B. M. Wt. 1-490

3. Obv. hecNRiavsRec x-

Rev. +AlLVVINaONOaS
PL. XIV, 7. B. M. Wt. 1-428

4. Obv. hecNRiavsR ax
Rev. +laaNRiONOas

B. M. Wt. 1-452

5. Obv. laaNRiavSR ecx

Rev. +he(NRIONOasa
B. M. Wt. 1-423

6. Obv. KaNRiavsRa -x-

Rev. +hG(NRiONoasec *

PL. XIV, 8. B. M. Wt. 1.375

7. Obv. necNRiavsR ax
Rev. +MiLas oNoasa

B. M. Wt. 1.381

8. Obv. fxaNRiavsRa -x-

Rev. +MiLasoNoasa
PL. XIV, 9. B. M. Wt. 1-430

9. Obv. riaNRiavsR ax
Rev. +MiLasoNoasaN

B. M. Wt. 1-422

The date assigned is a.d. 1208-1216.

Short- Cross Pennks^ Class I V.

Henry and Miles are mentioned in some lists as moneyers

of this type, which is similar to the previous one, but there

are three curls on each side of the face. The date assigned is

A.D. 1216-1222.

G
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Short-Cross Pennies^ Class V.

Obv. Similar to the previous type, with three curls on each

side of face. Workmanship poorer ; the head placed much
lower down.

Rev. As before.

See PL. XIV, lo.

Moneyer :

—

I. hQLIS.

I. Obv. hecNRiavsR ax
Rev. +riaLisoNoxaNec

PL. XIV, ID. B. M. Wt. 1-392

The date assigned is A.D. 1322-1348.

The short-cross coinage was issued by Henry II, Richard I,

John and Henry III, all the coins bearing the name of

Henricus. For the classification, first suggested by Sir

J. Evans, see his paper in the Ntnnismatic Chronicle, i<^65
;

and also a paper on A find of Silver Coins at Colchester,

by H. A. Grueber in the Numismatic Chronicle.
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HENRY III

A.D. 1348—A.D. 1272.

Obv. Head facing, crowned. Around, inscription between

two circles, divided by hand which holds sceptre on left.

Rev. Long cross voided, pellet in centre, each limb ending

in two pellets; three pellets in each angle. Around, inscription

between two circles, divided by cross.

Moneyer :

—

I. WILLaM.

I. Obv. iiethRiavsRax iih

Rev. WIL L6M CNO [XCN]

Bodleian Library.

Obv. As previous type, but without hand and sceptre.

Rev. As previous type.

See PL. XIV, 1-4.

Moneyers :

—

1. ADAM.

2. ©aFRGCI.

3. heCNRI.

4. WILLSM.

I. Obv. ^fiai-RiavsRGcx-iip

Rev. /da mcn 0x0 NRO
PL. XIV, I. B, M. Wt. 1-285

G 2
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2. Obv. ^nahRiavsRax-iiK

Rev, ADA MOJ 0X0 HFO

P. W. p. Carlyon-Britton.

3. Obv. Xhe(NRiavSR9tXTeRai

Rev. ADA MOS 0X0 HFO
Bodleian Library.

4. Obv. XKecNRiavSRax : IIP

Rev. ©ap RQI OMO XOM

C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-342

5. Obv. ^riaNRiavsRaxT€Rai

Rev. ©QF Rai OHO XOH
PL. XIV, 2. C. L. Stainer. Wt. 1-505

6. Obv. ^^fiaH^iavsRaxiiH

Rev. K6M riq NO XOS

PL. XIV, 3. B. M. Wt. 1-337

7. Obv. ^hecmiavsRecxiiH

Rev. hOM Rio NO XOM

Bodleian Library.

8. Obv. XliaNRiaVSRaxilP

Rev. WIL L€M ONO XOS

Pl. XIV, 4. B. M. Wt. 1-332

The moneyers are Adam Feteplace, Gaufridus de Stocwille,

Henricus Simeonis and Willelmus Sarsorius.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES

^thelstan, B. M. Type V, page i. Messrs. Spink's Ntimis-

matic Circular, 1893, ^^^ *

—

Obv. + /tOELSTANREXTOBRIT

Rev. + ^^DELMVMD STO OXVR

From the description, this penny evidently had a cross

of four pellets on the field of the obverse. This moneyer's

name appears in the two succeeding reigns.

Cnut, B. M. Type VIII, page 28. B. M. 480 seems to be

the same as no. 28.

When the bust on the obverse is described as ' dividing the

legend ' and no such division is shown in the text, the reader

will understand that the legend begins on the left side of the

bust and ends on the right side. The description is more

convenient than accurate.
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Adam (Hen. II), 7^.

(Hen. Ill), 83,84.

^gelric (Cnut), 31, 34.

(Harth.), 43, 44.

(Edw. C), 50.

See also ^glric.

yEgelvvi (Harth.), 43.

(Edw. C), 51, 53.

(Will. I), 62.

See also j^glwi,

yEgelwig (Har. I), 39.

(Harth.), 44.

(Edw. C), 46, 49.

yEgelwine, vEgelwin (Harth.), 45.

(Edw. C), 54, 55.

See also ^glwine.

^glnoth (Hen. I), 71.

yEglric (Har. I), 39.

See also ^gelric.

/Eglwi (Harth.), 45.

See also ^gelwi.

^glwig (Harth.), 45.

See also ^Egelwig.

.(Eglwine (Harth,), 45.

(Edw. C), 54.

(Will. II.), 70.

See also yEgelwine.

yElfmser (^th. II), 18.

^Ifwi (Edw. C), 56, 57, 58.

(Har. II), 59.

(Will. I), 63.

See also Elfwi.

iElfwn (Edw. C), 53.

^Ifwig, ^Ifwigg (Edw. C), 53, 54,

56.

yElfwine (^Eth. II), 15, 16, 19, 21.

(Cnut), 25, 31,32, 34.

(Har. I), 40.

J£.\m2e.r (Har. 1), 40.

^Iwi (Edw. C), 52, 56

^Iwii (Edw. C.) 53.

JEAvi'ig (Har. I), 42.

(Edw. C), 53.

.^Iwine, ^Iwine, yElwinee(Har. I),

40.

(Harth.), 45.

(Edw. C), 46, 47, 48, 51.

^thelmaer (^th. II), 13, 14, 15, 16,

19.

^thelric (^th. II), 13, 22.

(Cnut), 25, 26.

yEthelwine (Eadgar), 9, 10.

(yEth. II), 17, 19, 20.

^thlric (Cnut), 26.

See also ALi\it\x\c.

Ailnot (Hen. I), 72.

Ailwine (Hen. II-III), 80, 81.

Alfwold (yEth. II), 12, 13.

(Cnut), 26, 27, 32, 34, 35.

Asc. .(Hen. II), 78.

Asketil(Hen. II-IIl), 79.

Athelmund (.^Ethelstan), 85.

Brihtred (Edw. C), 56.

(Will. I), 61,62, 64, 65,66, 67.

Brihtric (Will. II), 69.
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lirihtried (Will. I), 66.

(Will. II), 69.

Brihtw (Edw. C), 47.

Brihtwen (Cnut), 27.

Brihtwine, Brihtwin, (^th. II), 13,

22.

(Cnut), 27.

See also Brihtwen, Byrhtvvine,

Byrhtwne.

Brihtwold (Edw. C), 49, 52, 54,

57, 58.

(Har. II), 59-

See also Brihtw, Brihwold.

Brihwold (Edw. C), 51.

Brunried (Will. II), 69.

Byrhtwine (/Eth. II), 22.

Byrhtwne (^th. II), 22.

Colaman (Cnut), 32, 35.

(Har. I), 40, 42.

Coleman (/Eth. II), 13, 22.

(Cnut), 27.

Eadwi (^th. II), 17.

(Cnut), 28.

Eadwine (Edw. C), 54.

Eardulf (^thelstan), 3.

Edvig (Harth.), 45.

Edwig, Edwigg (Cnut), 32, 35, 37.

(Har. I), [38], 40.

Eielwine (Edw. C), 52.

Elfwi (Will. I), 61.

See also ^Ifwi.

Elwine, Elwinee (Edw. C), 53, 54.

Gahan (Stephen), 75.

See also Gihan.

Gefrei (Hen. Ill), 84.

Gihan (Stephen), 75.

See also Gahan.

Godinc (^th. II), 15, 17, 20.

Godman (Cnut), 28.

Godric, Goddric (Edw. C), 47.

Godwn (Har. I), 40.

Godwine, Godwin (Cnut), 28, 29,

32, 33, 35-

(Har. I), 38, 41.

(Harth.), 44, 45.

(Edw. C), 47, 48, 50, 55-

(Will. I), 61,62, 63, 64.

(W^ill. II), 70.

Godwne (Cnut), 37.

See also Godwine.

Haereg (Edw. C), 50.

Haergod (Edw, C), 47, 50, 55.

(Will. I), 62.

See also Hsereg, Hareg, Haregod,

Hargod, Heregod.

Halfdenis (Edw. C), 51.

See also Lafdensic.

Hareg (W^ill. I), 65.

Haregod (Edw. C), 56.

Hargod (Edw. C), 57.

(Will. I), 62, 63, 65.

Helis (Hen. II-III), 82.

Hemri. See Henri.

Henri (Hen. II-III), 81.

(Hen. Ill), 84.

Heregod (Will. I), 60, 61.

See also Haergod.

lefrei (Hen. H-III), 79-

Ingelri (yEthelstan), i.

Lafdensic (Harth.), 44.

See also Halfdenis.

Leofman (^th. II), 14, 22.

See also Leoman.

Leofsige (Eadgar), 9.

Leofwine (^Eth. II), 23.

(Cnut), 29.

(Har. I), 39, 41.

(Edsv. C), 48.

See also Leowine.
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Leoman (/Eth. II), 23.

See also Leofman.

Leowine (Har. I), 41.

See also Leofwine.

Lifinc, Lifincc, Liifinc (Cnut), 33,

35. 36.

(Har. I), 41.

(Harth.),45-

Lifnic (Har. I), 39.

See also Lifinc.

Lifwine (Will. I), 66.

Mathelwald (^thelstan), 2.

Miles (Hen. II-III), 81.

Owein (Hen. II-III), 79.

Ra . . . (Stephen), 75.

Rasgenward (y4ithelstan), 2

Raulf (Hen. I), 72>-

Rawulf (Hen. I), 7Z-

Reingrim (Eadmund), 5.

(Eadred), 6.

Ricard (Hen. II-III), 79,80.

Rodbert (Hen. II-III), 80.

Rogier(Hen. II), 7Z.

Saswine (Cnut), 29, 30.

.Sagar (Hen. II-III), 80.

Sagrim (Hen. I), -jj,.

Sawi (Hen. I), 72.

Setman (Edw. C), 55.

See also Swetman.

Sibwine, Sibwne (Cnut), 30.

Sigeland (yEthelstan), 2.

Sveting (Stephen), 75.

(Matilda), 77.

Sweting (Stephen), 76.

Svvetig (Stephen), 76.

Swetman (Edw. C), 52.

(Will. I), 66.

(Will. II), 70.

Vthelric (yEthelstan), 3.

Walter (Stephen), 74.

Willem (Hen. Ill), 83.

Wulfred (Eadgar), 10.

(Eadw. II), II.

Wulfwi (Edw. C), 57, 58.

(Will. I), 61, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67.

(Will. II), 68, 69.

Wulfwine (^th. II), 17, 18, 20, 21,

23-

(Cnut), 24, 30. 33j 36.

Wulmasr (Cnut), 30.

Wulmier (Will. II), 69.

Wulwi (Cnut), 30, 31.

Wynelm (yEthelstan), 5, 4.

Wynnelm (Eadred), 7.
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Abingdon, Abbot of, xxviii-ix.

Adam, xxvii, xliii.

Adam Feteplace, xvii, xxiv-v, 84.

yEgelwi, xxix.

^glnoth, xxviii.

yEglwine, xxix.

yElfred, reign, ix.

pennies, xxxiii-iv.

y^lfvvi, xxix.

ALlfw'i (Buckingham), xxx.

yEthelred, ealdorman, ix.

^thelred I, reign, ix.

y-Ethelred II, laws, xiv, xvii, xx, xxiii.

moneyers, x.

pennies, xi, xxiii, xxx, xxxiii,

xxxvii, xl, xliv, 14.

^thelstan, laws, x, xiii, xx.

moneyers, x, 4.

pennies, xxxvi, xxxviii-ix, xl,

xliii-iv.

reign, ix.

i^theluuig, xxx.

Ailnoth Hall, xxviii.

Ailwine, xxvi, xliii.

Alegod. See lohannes.

Asc . . . , xxvii, xliii.

Ashmolean, the, xliv.

Asketil, xxvi, xliii.

Assaiatores, xvii.

Assay, xv, xvi.

Audoenus, xxvi.

Aula Edwardi, xxix.

Beaworth, hoard, xli-ii.

Bernuald, xxxv.

Blanching, xv, xvi.

Brasenose College, xxviii.

Brihtred, xxix, xlii.

Britwold, xxx.

Brydancumbe, Wilts., xxxii.

Buckingham, xxx.

Carfax, xliv,

Chancton, hoard, xli.

Chartered mints, xx-i.

Christ Church, xxix.

Clericus, xvii.

Cnut, laws, xiv.

pennies, xi, xxiii, xxxiii, xxxvii, xl,

xliv, 24.

Colchester, hoard, xii, xliii.

Coleman, xxx.

Combustio, xv.

Combustiones, xvi.

Copenhagen, collection, xl.

* Coxe,' xxxiii.

Cuerdale, hoard, xxxiv.

Cufic coins, xxxix, xliv.

Custodes cuneorum, xvii.

Danish invasion, xxxvii.

Domesday, xviii, xxi-iii, xxvii-ix.

Dorobemia, pennies, xxxiv-v.

Drapere Hall, xxv.

' Droxana,' xxxiii.
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Eadgar, laws, xx.

pennies, xl.

Eadmund Ironside, xxxvii.

Eadmund, pennies, xxxix.

Eadred, pennies, xxxvi, xxxix.

Eadweard I, reign, ix.

pennies, xxxix, xl.

Eadweard II, xxxiii, il.

Eadwig, pennies, x, 8.

Eadwin, xxviii.

Eardulf, xxxviii.

Eccles, hoard, xii, xliii.

Edinburgh, Nat. Museum, xxxix.

Edward the Confessor, pennies, xi,

xxiii, xxxvii, xl, xli, xliv.

Eoc, river, xxxii.

Exchequer, the, xiv-vi, xxiii,

Feteplace. See Adam.

Firma, the, xvi, xxi.

Galfridus, Aurifaber, xxvi.

Gaufridus de Stocwille, xvii, xxv, 84.

Gefrei. See Gaufridus.

Godric, xxx.

Goduuinus, praepositus, xxix.

Godwinus, monetarius, xxix.

Gotland, xl, xliv.

Guthorm, xxxiv.

Haberdasher's Hall, xxviii.

Haregod, xxix, xlii.

Harold I, pennies, xi, xxiii, xxxiii,

xl, xliv.

Harthacnut, pennies, xi, xxiii, xxxiii,

xl, xliv.

Helis, xxvi.

Henri. See Henricus Simeonis.

Henricus f. Segrimi, xxvii.

Henricus Simeonis, xvii, xxiv-vi,

xliii, 84.

Henry I, pennies, xlii, 71.

Henry II, pennies, xliii.

Hoards. See Beaworth, Chancton,

Colchester, Cuerdale, Eccles,

Gotland, Ireland, Nottingham,

Oxford, Rome, Skye, Sweden,

Tealby.

lefrei, xxvi, xliii.

Ingelri, xxx.

lohannes Alegod, xvii.

lohannes f. Radulphi, xxviii.

lohannes le Fleminge, xvii.

Ireland, hoard, xxxix, xliii-iv.

Kristiania, collection, xl.

Laurentius Whit, xvii.

Leofwine le Wanter, xxviii, xxx.

Littlemore, nuns, xxv.

London, xvii, xviii.

pennies, xxxiv.

Mathelwald, xxxviii-ix.

Matilda, Empress, xxvii, xxxviii, xlii.

Mercia, ix.

Miles, xxvi, xliii.

Mint towns, lists of, x-xii, xviii-xix.

* Mo,' * Mon,' xxiv.

* Mules,' xix.

Nottingham, hoard, xlii.

' Ocxc,' xxxiii.

' Oexen,' xxxiii.

' On,' xxiv.

' Onxe,' xxxiii.

Ordgar, xx.

Orsnaforda, pennies, xxxiii-vi.

Osney Abbey, xxvii-xxx.

Owein, xxvi.

Owen, Henry, xxvi.

Owen, Robert, xxvi.
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' Oxenex,' xxiii.

Oxford City :

—

burning of, xxxvii.

history of, ix.

hoards, xliv.

mayors of. See Adam Feteplace,

Gaufridus de Stocwille, Willel-

mus Sarsorius.

name of, xxxi-iii.

praepositi. See Adam, Ailwine,

Goduuinus, Henricusf.Segrimi,

Henricus Simeonis, lohannes

f. Radulphi, LeofwineleWanter,

Owein, Reimundus, Winsige,

Wulfwinus.

Witenagemot in, xxxvii.

Oxford Mint:—

Assaiatores, xvii.

Clericus, xvii.

Custodes, xvii.

importance of, ix-xii.

monetarii, xvii.

' royal,' xix-xxi.

study of, vii-ix.

Oxford Moneyers :

—

dies, xvii-xix, xxi, xxiii.

local men, xii.

names, xxiv-xxxi,

number, x-xi, xvii.

payments, xxii.

penalties, xiii, xxii-iii.

position, xii-xvii.

profits, xxi.

standards, xvii, xxiii,

writ to, xviii.

Oxford Pennies :

—

of interest, xxxvi-viii.

at Stockholm, xi.

* Oxn,' xxxii.

* Ox. Vrbs,' xxxiii, xxxvi.

' Pacx,' xxxvii.

' Pall ' type, xxxiv.

Pembroke College, xxvii.

Peterborough, Abbot of, xxi.

Pipe Rolls, xxii.

Pyrie, de, family, xxvi-vii.

Radulphus, Aurifaber, xvii.

Rasgenward, xxx, xl.

Rawulf, xxviii.

Reading, Abbot of, xx.

Reeve, the, xiv.

Reimundus, xxviii.

Reingrim, xxxix.

Ricard, xxvii, xliii.

Rodbert, xxvi, xliii.

Roger f. Sewi, xxvii-viii.

Rogier, xxvii, xliii.

Rome, hoard, xxxviii, xliii.

Rom-feoh, xliii.

Ruffus, Adam. See Adam.

Sagar, xxvii.

Sagrim, xxvii.

St. Alban's Abbey, xxix.

St. Clement's, xliv.

St. Eadmund, pennies, xxxiv-v.

St. Peter-in-the-East, xxv-vi.

Saucer. See Willelmus Sarsorius.

Sawi, xxviii.

' Saxorum,' xxxvi.

Segar. See Sagar.

Segarus mercator, xxvii.

Segrim. See Sagrim.

Sewi. See Sawi.

Sewy, family, xxvii.

Sewy's Lane, xxviii.

Shelde Hall, xxv.

Sheriff, the, xiv-xvi.

Short-cross pennies, xx, xxvi, xliii,

82.

Sigeland, xxxviii.

Sihtric Cnut, xxxvii.
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Sihtric, Earl, xxxiv-v.

Simeon. See Henricus Simeonis.

Simon f. Rogeri, xvii.

Skaill, hoard, xxxix.

Skye, hoard, xxxix, xliii.

Stamford moneyers, xxi.

Stephen, pennies, xlii.

Stockholm, Collection, xi, xx:

xxxvii, xl, xliv, 12, 52.

Stockwell. See Gaufridus.

Stockwell Mede, xxv.

Stockwell Street, xxv.

Sweden, hoards, xl, xliv.

Sweting, xxvii, xxxviii.

Swetman, xxix, xlii.

Tealby, hoard, xxiv, xliii.

type, 78.

Temese, the, xxxii.

Thomas sub Muro, xvii.

Tower Pound, the, xxiii.

Tumour, le. See Ailwine.

Vthelric, xxxviii.

Viking incursions, ix.

Walterus, Aurivaber, xvii.

Walterus le Lingedrapier, xxii.

Wedmore, peace of, ix.

Westminster, xvii.

Whit. See Laurentius.

William I, pennies, xlii, xliv.

Willelmus Sarsorius, xvii, xxv-vi,

84.

Winsige, xxx.

Wisby, xliv.

Witenagemot, the, xxxvii.

Wulfwi, xxix, xlii.

Wulfwinus, xxix.

Wynelm, xl.
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PUBLICATIONS.

1884.

1. Register of the University of Oxford. Vol. I. (1449-63;
1 505-7 1 ). edited by the Rev. C. W. Boase, M.A., pp. xxviii + 364.

(Price to the public, without discount, and prepaid, i6s.)

2. Remarks and Collections of Thomas Hearne. Vol. I. (4 July

1705—19 March 1707), edited by C. E. Doble, M.A., pp.

viii+404. (165-.)

1884-85.

3. The Early History of Oxford (727-1100), preceded by a

sketch of the Mythical Origin of the City and University.

ByJames Parker, M.A. With 3 illustrations, pp. xxxii + 4 20. {20s.)

1885.

4. Memorials of Merton College, with biographical notices of

the Wardens and Fellows. By the Hon. Geo. C Bkodrick,

Warden of Merton College. With one illustration, pp. xx + 4 1 6.

{i6s., to members of Merton 12s.)

5. Collectanea, 1st series, edited by C. R. L. Fletcher, M.A.

With 2- illustrations, pp. viii + 358. {i6s.)

(Contents :

—

a. Letters relating to Oxford in the 14th Century, ed. by H. H.
Henson ; k Catalogue of the Library of Oriel College in the 14th Century,
ed. by C. L. Shadwell ; r. Daily ledger of John Dome, bookseller in Oxford,
1520, ed. by F. Madan ; d. AH Souls College versus Lady Jane Stafford,

15S7, ed. by C. R. L. Fletcher; e. Account Book of James Wilding, Under-
graduate of Merton College, 1682 S8, ed. by E.G. Duff;/. Dr. Wallis's
Letter against Maidwell, 1700, ed. by T. W. Jackson.)

1886.

6. Magdalen College and King James II, 1686-88. A scries of

documents collected and edited by the Rev. J. R. Bloxam, D.D.,

with additions, pp. lii + 292. (i 6.v,, to members of Magdalen 1 2s.)

H



PUBLKWTIONS {continued).

7. Hearne's Collections [as No. 2 above]. Vol. II. (20 Mar.

1707— 22 May 1 7 10), pp. viii + 480. (i6j.)

8. Ebzabethan Oxford. Reprints of rare tracts. Edited by the

Rev. C. Plummer, M.A., pp. x.\xii + 3i6. (loj.)

(Contents:

—

a. Nicolai Fierberti Oxoniensis AcademiiAC descriptio, 1602;
b. Leonard Hiitton on the Antiquities of Oxford ; c. Queen Elizabeth at

Oxford, 1566 [pieces by J. Ijereblock, Thomas Nele, Nich. Robinson, and
Ricli. Stephens, with api^endices] ; d. Queen Elizabeth at O.xford, 1592, by
Philip Stringer; e. ApoUinis et Musarura Eidyllia per Joannem Sanford,

1.S92-)

1887.

9. Letters of Richard Radcliffe and John James, of Queen's

College, Oxford, 1749-83 : edited by IMargaret Evans, with

a pedigree, pp. xxxvi + 306. (15^., to members of Queen's xos.dd^

10. Register of the University of Oxford, Vol. II (1571-

1622), Part 1. Introductions. Edited by the Rev. Andrew

Clark, M.A,, pp. xxxii + 468. (i8j.)

1887-88.

11. Ditto. Part 2. Matriculations and Subscriptions. Edited

by the Rev. Andrew Clark, I\I.A., pp. xvi + 424. (iBj.)

1888.

12. Ditto. Part 3. Degrees. Edited by the Rev. Andrew Clark,

M.A., pp. viii + 448. (i?.?.)

13. Hearne's Collections [as No. 2 above]. Vol. III. (25 May
1710— 14 December 1712), pp. iv+518. (i6j.)

1889.

14. Register of the University of Oxford, Vol. II, Part 4.

Index. Edited by the Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A., pp. viii + 468,

(17..)

15. Wood's History of the City of Oxford. Nav Ediiio?i. By the

Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A. Vol. I. The City and Suburbs. With

3 I\Iaps and several Diagrams, pp. xii + 660. (25^., to citizens

of Oxford 2o.r. ; the two Maps of old Oxford separately, not

folded, IS. dd., to citizens i^.)



PUBLICATION S {^conlimm!).

1890.

16. Collectanea, 2nd series, edited by Professor Montagu Burrows.

With one diagram, pp. xii + 518. (16^-.)

(Contents -.—a. Ttie Oxford Market, by O. Ogle; b. The University of Oxford
in the Twelfth Century, by T. E. Holland ; c. The Friars Preachers of the
University, ed. by H. Rashdall ; d. Notes on the Jews in Oxford, by A.
Nenbauer ; e. Linacre's Catalogue of Grocyn's Books, followed by a Memoir
of Grocyn, by the Editor

; /. Table-Talk and Papers of Bishop Hough,
i7°3-i743. ed. by W. D. Macray; g. Extracts from the 'Gentleman's
Magazine ' relating to Oxford, 1 731-1800, by F. J. Haverfield. Appendix :

Corrections and Additions to Collectanea, Vol. I. (Day-book of John
Dome, Bookseller at Oxford, A, D. 1520, by F. Madan, including a ' Half-
century of Notes ' on Dome, by Henry Bradshaw).)

17. Wood's History of the City of Oxford [as No. 15 above].

Vol. II. Churches and Religious Houses. With Map and
Diagram, pp. xii + 550. {zos., to citizens of Oxford xds. \ Map
of Oxford in 1440, separately, not folded, 9^., to citizens 6^.)

1890-91.

18. Oxford City Documents, financial and judicial, 12 68-1 665.

Selected and edited by Prof.
J. E. Thorold Rogers, pp. viii -f 440

( + 2 loose leaves for vols. 6 and 16). (i2j.)

1891.

19. The Life and Times of Anthony Wood, antiquary, of

Oxford, 1632-1695, described by Himself. Collected from

his Diaries and other Papers, by the Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A.,

Vol. I. 1632-1663. With 7 illustrations, pp. xvi-f 520. (20J.)

20. The Grey Friars in Oxford. Part I, A History of the Con-

vent ; Part II, Biographical Notices of the Friars, together with

Appendices of original documents. ByAndrew G. Little, M.A.,

pp. xvi + 372. (i6.f.)

1892.

21. The Life and Times of Anthony Wood [as No. 19]. Vol. II.

1664-1681. With 10 illustrations, pp. xxviii + 576. (20^.)

22. Reminiscences of Oxford, by Oxford men, 1559-1850.

Selected and edited by Lill\n I\I. Quiller Couch, pp. xvi-f 430.

(17J., to members of the University \os. 6d.)



PUBLICATIONS {contimud).

1892-93.

23. Index to Wills proved and Administrations granted in

the Court of the Archdeacon of Berks, 1508-1652. Edited

by W. P. W. Phillijiore, M.A. (Issued in conjunction with

the British Record Society.) pp. viii + 200. (ioj.)

1893.

24. Three Oxfordshire Parishes. A History of Kidlington,

Yarnton, and Begbroke. By Mrs. Bryan Stapleton. With

a coloured map and 2 sheet-pedigrees, pp. xx-}-400. (17J., to

residents in the three villages ioj.)

25. The History of Corpus Christi College, with Lists of its

Members. By Thomas Fowler, D.D., President of the

College. With 3 illustrations, pp. xvi + 482. (205-., to members

of Corpus 1 2S. 6d.)

1894.

26. The Life and Times of Anthony Wood [as No. 19]. Vol. III.

168^-1695. With 3 illustrations, pp. xxxii-t- 548. (21^-.)

27. The Eegister of Exeter College, Oxford, with a history of

the College, and illustrations. By the Rev. C. W. Boase, M.A.

Third edition, enlarged, pp. [8] + clxxxiv+4oo. {Presen/ed /o

the Society by the author : 15^., to members of the College loj.)

28. The Cartulary of the Monastery of St. Frideswide at

Oxford. Edited by the Rev. S. R. Wigram, ]\I.A. With illus-

trations. Vol. I. General and City Charters, pp. xx-f-504 + 6

pages (loose) of corrections to vol. 24. (2iJ.)

1895.

29. The Early Oxford Press, a bibliography of printing and

publishing at Oxford, * 1468 '-1640. With notes, appendixes,

and illustrations. By Falconer Madan, M.A., pp. xii -1-366.

(Separate copies can be obtained only from the Clarendon Press,

price 1 8 J. The Society can only supply it in sets.)

30. The Life and Times of Anthony Wood [as No. 1 9]. Vol. IV.

Addenda. With illustrations, pp. xii -1-3 2 2. (24^.)



PUBLICATIONS {conlinmd).

1896.

31. The Cartulary of the Monastery of St. Frideswide at

Oxford. Edited by the Rev. S. R. Wigram, I\I.A. With illus-

trations. Vol. II. The Chantry and Country Parish Charters,

pp. xii + 488-(-8 pages of additions and corrections (loose)

to vol. 25. (215'.)

82. Collectanea, 3rd series, edited by Professor Montagu
Burrows. With illustrations, pp. xii+450. (21J.)

(Contents :

—

a. Some Durham College Rolls, by Rev, H, E. D. Blakiston

;

b. Parliamentan- Petitions relating to Oxford, by Miss L. Toulmin Smith

;

c. Poems relating to the riot between Town and Gown, 1355, ^ly Rev. H.
Fumeaux ; Tn,'\7tlam de laude Univ. Oxoniae, by the same ; d. Wykeham's
Books at New College, by A. F. Leach ; e. Correspondence of Henry Earl

of Clarendon and James Earl of Abingdon, 1683-S5, by C. E. Doble

;

f. Dr. Newton and Hertford College, by S. G. Hamilton
; g. Charles Earl

Stanhope and the Oxford University Press, by H. Hart.)

1897.

S3. A History of Pembroke College, anciently Broadgates

Hall. By the Rev. Douglas Macleans, M.A. With 4 illus-

trations, pp. xvi-f 544 + 4 pages of Addenda to vol. 32. (21,?.,

to members of Pembroke 13-r.)

34. Hearne's Collections [as No. 2 above]. Vol. IV (15 Dec. 171 2

—30 Nov. 1714). Edited by D. W. Rannie, M.A., pp. x + 466

+ [2], with a plate. (1898, 21J.)

1898.

35. Epistolae Academicae Oxon., a collection of letters and

other documents illustrative of Oxford in the fifteenth century.

Edited by the Rev. H. Anstey, M.A. With illustrations.

Part I, pp. lii+336. (2 1 J.)

36. Ditto. Part II, pp. vi + 389. (21J.)

1899.

37. Wood's History of the City of Oxford [as No. 15 above].

Vol. III. Addenda and Indexes, with illustration, pp. X + 476 +
[4]. (2 1 J., to citizens of Oxford i6i-.)

38. Old Plans of Oxford, by Agas, Hollar, and Loggan. A port-

folio containing 15 plates. (21J., to citizens of Oxford i6j.)



PUBLICATIONS {conlinucT).

1900.

39. Oxford Topography, an essay by Herbert Hurst, B.A. ^^"ith

sketch-map, pp. viii + 248. (A companion to No. 38: 21J.,

to citizens of Oxford i 6j.)

40. The Life and Times of Anthony Wood [as No. 19]. Vol.

V, completing the work. Indexes, pp. xvi+40i + [4]. (21J.)

1901.

41. Studies in Oxford History, chiefly in the Eighteenth

Century, by the Rev. J. R. Green and die Rev. Geo. Roberson,

edited by C. L. Stainer, M.A. With illustrations, pp. xx-\-

xxiii + 382. (2 1 J.)

42. Hearne's Collections [as No. 2 above]. Vol. V (Dec. i, 17 14-

Dec. 31, 1 7 16). Edited by D. W. Rannie, M.A., pp. viii-j-402

+ [6]. (21..)

1902.

43. Hearne's Collections [as No. 2 above]. Vol. VI (Jan. i, 1717-

May 8, 1719). Edited under the superintendence of the

Committee of the O. H. S. With an illustration, pp. viii + 432 +
[6]. (31J. 6^^.)

1903.

44. The Flemings in Oxford. Vol. I. Edited by the Rev. the

Provost of Queen's College, pp. xxiv+592 + [8]. (31J. 6a'.)

1903-4.

45. The Ancient Calendar of the University of Oxford.

Edited by the Rev. Christopher Wordsworth, pp. xxxii4-293

+ [8]. (31^.6^.)

1904.

46. English Coins, Edited by C. L. Stainer, M.A., pp. xIvi + 96

+ [8]. With 15 plates. (2i.y.)

Collectanea, 4th series, edited under the superintendence of the

Committee of the O. H, S. (3x^.60'.) Nearly ready.



WORKS IN ACTIVE PREPARATION.

The Flemings in Oxford. Vol. II.

Hearne's Collections [as No. 2 above]. Vol. VII.

A History of University College. By the Rev. the Master.

The Cartulary of Oseney Abbey. Edited by the Rev. H. E.

Salter.

The Cartulary of Eynsham. Edited by the Rev. H. E. Saltf.r.

A full description of the Society's work and objects can be obtained by applica-

tion to any of the Committee residing at Oxford

—

Robert S. Rait, Esq., New
College {Hon. Treasurer) ; Falconer Madan, Esq., 94 Banbury Road ; the

Rev. the Provost of Queen's College (Dr. Magrath) ; the Rev. H.
Rashdall, New College; and Dr. Shadwell, Frewin Hall, Oxford. The
annual subscription is one guinea, and the published volumes as a set can
be obtained by new members at one-fourth the published price (i.e.

10.f. Qd. a year). Life Composition for new members (not being Institutions)

is twelve guineas: after five years of subscription it is ten guineas; after ten years,

eight ; after fifteen, six ; after twenty, four. Tlie Society counts compositions

among its liabilities (in case it ceased its work), deducting one guinea a year from

each sum paid as composition, from the date of effecting it.
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